.calenda1· may
!

v! ! !e~ ~ Gay Pride Parape

planning meeting, 7pm, 33 Huxley Ave.,
all welcome, info call 272-7957.

IOtues

Boston Integrity program on
"Monogamy and Open Relationships,"
Ell)manual Church, Newbury St.,
7:30pm, info call 262-3057.

Boston - DOB regular rap is CANCELLED due to moving, look for meeting next week.
Boston - Gay Men's Center Forum,
7:30pm, 718 Beacon St.
"NYC - West Side Discussion Group
topic on running gay businesses, 37
Ninth Ave. and 14th St., 8pm, refreshments served, $2 donation.

II weds
Cambridge, MA - Meeting of Focus, a
gay women's journal, 7:30pm, 1151
Mass. Ave. , open to all gay women.
Cambridge, MA - Evangelicals Concerned meet at 872 Mass. Ave., apt.
702, 8pm, discuss scientific research.
Boston - "The Majority Speaks," a
radio show for women on WTBS-FM
88.1., 6:30pm, Jade & Sarsaparilla talk
and sing.

.gay community news

I2thurs

'

Boston - Gay Men's Center topic rap
on sex roles, 7:30pm, 718 Beacon St.
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Teens: A__ I~osl Generation?

Boston - Am Tikva, Jewish Gay Group
meets at 7:30pm, 35 Worcester Sq .,
service and social.
Boston - Friday the 13th Party at Ga~
Men's Center, 718 Beacon St.
Boston - Folders, stuffers, sealers:
where are you? We need volunteers
tonight and every Friday to help with
the GCN mailing. No . experience
needed, just wililng hands. GCN
offices, 22 Bromfield.St., 4:30-8pm, info
cal I 426-4469.
·

.I4sat
Cambridge, MA
Benefit for
Women's Community Health featuring
Wallflower Order, 8pm, Agassiz Hall,
Radcliffe Yard, info call 628-9573.
Boston - National Gay Health Coalition weekend of discussion and- activities, 10am-5pm, at GMC, 718 Beacon
St., $2 donation, open to all interested
people.

IS sun
Cambridge, MA - •Gay Academic
Union of New England meeting with
Charles Bonnell on Anti-gay Arguments in Psychiatry, 2-4ptn, Shepard
Room, Phillips Brooks House, Harvar.d

u.

Boston - National Gay Health Coalition · meeting, 11am-3pm, GMC, 718
Beacon St., open to all interested
people.
Concord, NH - NH Lambda meeting,
6:30pm, for info write: NH Lambda, P.O.
Box -1043, Concord, NH 03301 or call
228-8542. ,

A GAY PERSON'S GUIDE
'TO NEW ENGLAND

Atlantic House

announces:

Provincetown

its 1977 SUPPLEMEN'T
• the 1976 GUIDE: 500 annotated listings. O,ay bars, baths,
businesses. groups. Articles on S&M, hustling, coming out,
his/herstory, gay maps, calendars, and more . Over 5000 copies
sold so far. Described as "the best" in· Michael's Thing . $3 .75
(plus 50c postage and handling).
• the 1977 SUPPLEMENT: Over 200 new a'nd revised iistitigs
to update the 1976 GUIDE through, Match, 1977. Over 100
NEW bars, services and groups. Only $1.50 postpaid . . . .
FREE with purchase of the GUIDE
The 1976 GUIDE and the 1977 SUPPLEMENT $3 .7S (phis 50c
posta ge and handling)
, Send to : GCN/GPG , Dept. B , 22 BrC'l:!'ficlJ St., Boston, MA 02108
The Supplement will bt: available for purchase at the GCN offi ce by ·
tht> end of March .

a.complex of the Old and
the New! From the oldest gay bar
in America to the newest heated
•

swimming pool. - Surrounded

by Leather and Lace
Inn Accommodations call
487-3821

Los f--Japac5ayos'
"Brave flew World."
P 11
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But Ex-Ensign Will Fight for Reinstatement

Berg Gets Upgraded But Navy Keeps Policy
By Jim Marko
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In what
seems to be another move toward
liberalization of policies in the US
Armed Forces, the Navy has upgraded
the less than honorable discharge given
to Ensign Vernon Berg, Ill. The 25year-old Berg, who said he was
"astounded" by the decision, will go
before US District Judge Gerhard
Gesell on May 12 with his contention
that he be allowed back in the Navy.
Represented by the American Civil
Liberties Union, Berg filed ·suit contending that it is unlawful to discharge
an officer or an enlisted man solely
because he is gay.
Although the new Secretary of the
Navy has upgraded Berg's discharge
and the Justice Department has said
that "certain changes should be made
· in naval policy regarding the process- .
ing of gays for discharge," there is no
indication that the action heralds a new
policy but merely ·a movement toward
liberalization. A spokesperson for the
Navy at the Pentagon told GCN that
Navy Secretary W. Grc;1ham Claytor

Former Ensign
Berg III

Vernon

("Copy")

will "judge each case on its own
merit.'' The spokesperson added that
gays will still be excluded from service
·
in the Navy.

It was Judge Gesell who ruled last
July that Air Force Sgt. Leonard T.
Matlovich could be dismissed from
that arm of the service because of his,
homosexuality. The judge did urge at
the time, however, that the armed
forces "re-evaluate and re-appraise"
their views on the subject.
Berg's attorney, E. Carrington Boggan, says that, based on the Matlovich
ruling, he is "not overly optimistic that
_the judge will rule in favor of the suit.''
Boggan says that "we are prepared to
appeal any negative ruling to the Court
of Appeals. for the District of
Columbi~." Berg's contention before
Gesell will be that the Navy's bar to
gays is "arbitrary and capricious and
in violation of the Fifth Amendment as
well as an abridgement of the right of
freedom of association under the First
Amendment.''
Vernon Berg was planning ,to spend
his life in the Navy, following in the
footsteps of his father, a career Navy
chaplain. It was in July of 1975, a year

after his graduation from the Naval
Academy at Annapolis, that Berg was
discharged. Navy officials discovered
that he was gay and living with a civilian
·· English teacher aboard a ship anchored
with the 6th Fleet in Italy. The Navy's
discharge with less than honor disqualified Berg from all military insurance and education benefits, as well as
from unemployment compensation.
Both Berg and his lover, -Lawrence
Gibson, who lost his job because of hi-s·
involvement with the ensign, found
themselves having to sell their furniture
and cash in their life insurance policies
in order to make ends meet. Both rrien
now live in Brooklyn and are working
on a book about their experience.
The upg{ading of Berg's discharge
follows the Carter Administration's
new policy of upgrading the discharges
of all Vietnam era servicepeople. It is
believed that those who emerged from
the Vietnam era with-less than honorable discharges because of their homosexuality are affected by the policy.

BAHR Benefits at Club 76

Boston Money Goes South: Miami Gets.$1,000
By Peter Roehm ·
. BOSTON - In the wake of Gay
1,egislation' s successful benefit last
week, the Boston Advocates for
Human Rights· again marshalled the
· financial resources of Boston's gay
community for a weekend of entertainment, raffles and auctions to benefit
the Miami gay rights effort.
On Monday, May 2, after a review
of the previous weekend's financial
books, Jeff Morris and Ken Withers of
BAHR authorized a check for $1,000,
the legal donation limit, to be sent to
the . Dade County (Florida) Coalition
for Human Rights. The money will be
usect' by the gay forces in the June 7
referendum on the Dade County gay
rights ordinance.
·
The weekend's events, held at the
Club 76, featured such name entertainment as Michael Greer, Harriet Leider,
Maurey Richards, Doshie Powers,
Linda Gerard, Bobby Wetherbee as
well as several local people.
· The L & L Leather Shop presented
its fashion show of brief and not-sobrief swim and lounge wear on
-- Saturday and Sunday nights, and
Beyond Bondage, billed as a "leather
rock-opera," performed to a deafened
crowd on Sunday night.
The big money-makers for BAHR
were auctions of items . donated by
businesses. Several weekends in
Provincetown,
including
meals,
rooms, and often gifts, were auctioned
off by Anthony of Sporters and Peter
Maroon of BAHR. Other items that
brought in auction bids were BAHR tshirts autogral)hed by Elaine N~ble
and Barney Frank, cases of champagne _
donated by the Citadel, 1270 and the
Eagle and an electronic game donated
by the Club 76.
By bizarre coincidence, the '' 50/ 50''
raffle was won by the same couple all
three nights, and all three nights these
generous women turned their winnings ·
back over to BAHR for the defense

WHAT WOULD ANITA SAY?: With the June 7 Dacl_e County gay rights referendum less than a month away, Florida gays are becoming more and more-visible. ·
For the latest info, see the article this issue.
·

campaign. BAHR spokesperson Peter
Maroon denied any rigging of the
raffle.
Elaine Noble, in attendance at the
board meeting of the Gay Rights
National Lobby, and Jade and Sarsaparilla, unable to attend because . of
other commitments, both sent letters
of greeting to be read to the crowd.
BAHR volunteers estimate that
1,000 people attended the festivities
during the weekend. Total proceeds for

the weekend cannot be announced
until all the expenses are figured, but ,
BAHR was confident enough to send
money directly to Florida.
Jeff Mon:is, the BAHR bookkeeper,
was pleased that "BAHR has done in
six weeks what it takes most businesses
two years to do,'' and that is establish
, an office, put together a staff, pay its
bills, and begin making money.
- BAHR, because of the work it is
doing in the Boston area in addition to

the Florida campaign, has some localexpenses that also have to be figured
in. BAHR has been regularly turning
out thousands of pieces of literature
for local distribution, has an average
of one speaking engagement a day,
keeps an office open for information
and organizing every day, and has
made headway in contacting straight
civil rights groups and_getting them to
support the Florida defense effort.
BAHR plans a number of events in
the future, most notablf a joint dance/
rally with Project 'Lambda, the gay
youth advocacy program·: That dance,
to be held on May 20 at the Charles
Street Meetinghouse, is billed as a
"Thank You Anita Bryant For Putting
Us Together" party. Herbie's Ramrod
Robin a'nd th~ , '1-2 Carver will be
hosting an event on May 18 and BAHR
fundraisers are planning events at
Somewhere, the Boston Eagle, and the
l270 for the future.
For more information, or if you
would like to help, call the BAHR
office at 742-4811 or stop by at 73
Tremont Street, Room 224.

Askew, McKuen Take Sides in Florida Fray
DADE COUNTY, FL - The lines
continue to be drawn for the June 7
referendum on the Dade County
(Miami) gay discrimination ordinance.
Florida Governor Ruebin Askew,
saying he would not want a "known
hQmbsexual teaching- my children,''
has urged repeal of the Dade County
ordinance. Askew seemed to go even
further than necessary in his press
conference this past week when he
added ~that he has no known gays on
his executive staff and that h'e would
not accept any. Although the Governor
did not refer to Anita Bryant or Save
Our Children, his rem;rks are viewed
by them as an endorsement of their

efforts. Askew, once touted by Time
as a leading voice in the New
South, said that he "would find no dif. ficulties in voting to repeal the
ordinance.''
Singer-poet Rod McKuen joined the
Miami controversy by criticizing Bryant's Save Our Children campaign.
McKuen says Anita Bryant is "a kind
of Ginny Orangeseed spreading bigotry
throughout the land." · McKuen says
the issue in Florida is not an issue of
sexuality but ''an issue of human
rights." Asked if he is gay, McKuen
told newspeople, "I've been attracted ·
to men and I've been attracted to

women. You put a label on it.'' A
spokesperson for the Bryant group
called McKuen "an out of town carpet~
bagger.''
The Bryant forces received not only
support and criticism but their leader
was given some advice as well. It came
from Bryant's own agent, Dick Shack.
Shack, whose wife' is the Miami Metro
member who introduced the gay rights
ordinance, has advised his client
against making "any more public pronouncements
concerning
sexual
conduct." He told Bryant that "if you
offend enough people, pretty soon you
won't have any audience left.''

STRIKE UPDATE

EPISCOPALIANS SAY 'NO'

ARIZONIANS FIGHT BACK

LOUISVILLE, KY - The debate over the issue of
homosexual priests has taken another turn with
the urging last week by the national executive
council of the Episcopal Church that gays not be
ordained to the priesthood. The council for the 2.8
·million-member church drafted a resolution that
condemns "all actions which offend the moral law
of the church." It urged the Episcopalian House of
Bishops to consider the issue at a meeting later this
year and called for a definitive stand on the
church's position on gays in the ministry. The
council voted to express the "hope that no bishop
will ordain or license any professing ond·practicing
homosexual" until the issue can be resolved by the
Episcopal General Convention in 1979.
In January of this year, Rev. Ellen Marie Barrett, a self-proclaimed lesbian and gay rights activist, was ordained to the priesthood in New York
City. Barrett has, however, never headed a parish
and is doing graduate work at the University of
California at Berkeley. That ordination was criticized by several bishops in the Episcopal diocese of
New York and some parishes voted to cut off
diocesan payments_to the church.

PHOENIX, AZ - Six hundred Arizona residents,
most of them gay, held a mass protest in front of
the state capitol here recently to protest an antigay bill now before the stat8 legislature. The bill,
part of a criminal code revision, would make
"homosexual conduct" a Class 1 misdemeanor with
a prison term of ·one year and a $10,000 fine. The
proposal makes all sex acts between consenting
adults of the opposite sex legal but makes homosexual acts a crime.
Over 300 people crowded into a special Senate
hearing room for a public hearing on the bill while
another 300 rallied outside.

CONVICTED IN BOSTON
CAMBRIDGE 'cONVENTION '77
CAMBRIDGE, MA - Cambridge Convention '77,
the -liberal Cambridge group which has endorsed a
gay rights plank, will hold a major meeting on May
14 to choose candidates for its slate to run in the
November elections. Gay people are urged to
attend the Convention, which will be held at St.
Mary's Church on Prospect Street. For further
information, call the Cambridge Gay Political
Caucus at 492-3433.

HIPPOCRATIC HYPOCRISY
PORTLAND, OR - Over 80 per cent of Portland
area physicians would not accept a gay person as a
patient, according to a Multnomah County Medical
Society survey. The poll of physicians was conducted · in early April as part of discrimination
studies by the Oregon Task Force on Sexual
Preference.

STONEWALL '77

Karen Lindsey

HERALD DROPS LINDSEY
BOSTON .:_ The conservative Boston HeraldAmerican hos decided to drop its weekly column,
"Feminist Perspective," by Boston-area feminist

~~-

Karen Lindsey. According to Lindsey, whose
column has of.ten treated l_e sbian and gay issues a previous ta,b<;>o pt the Hearst-owned HeraldAmerican - . .h~rJ cqlpmn was dropped because
"they said it was Joo much geared towards
movement women.". ~indsey denies this accusation, however, O'"!d emphasizes that she mode a .
special effort to wdte about the needs of workingclass women who make up the bulk of the Herald's
readers.
, ..··. . .
"I was told that I wa: t◊6-Jfminisf ~ith a capital
'f'," she told GCN. "Jhey' 'sO!di they were interested
in a feminist with a small ·'f'." Observers feel that at
this point the Herald may .be attempting to widen
its readership by toking a nJOre "People Magazine
approach" to journalism.
Before working at the Herold, Lindsey was· a
columnist for the Boston Phoenix. She recently
c<?vered the_ Susan Saxe trial for the Real Paper,
and her _latest book of poetry, "A Company of
Queens," has j14st been published by Bloody Mary
Press.

PRO-GAY DRAIN
BOSTON - Gay rights lost another vote in the
Massachusetts House of Representatives last
week, as Gov. Michael Dukakis appointed State
Rep. Anthony M. Gallugi (D-Wakefield) as his legislative secretory. Gollugi, who shored his office
with Rep. Elaine Noble, was a long-time gay rights
backe/, and co-signed a letter last year to President Ford urging the end of discrimination against
gays in the Armed Forces. Since taking office,
Dukakis has appointed eight pro-gay legislators to
other posts.
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LOS ANGELES - It is almost two years since the
firings of the "Gay Feminist 11" which precipitated
the first strike against o gay institution - the Los
Angeles Gay Community Seryices Center - took
place. The picket-line lasted for four months but
ended without settlement when the strikers had to
find other jobs.
Jhe strikers admit that since the strike a number
of lesbians have been hired by GCSC. Still, they
claim, "GCSC remains male-dominated and hierarchical ... The strike can't be made to disappear
by pretending it never happened. The only end can
be the bosses negotiating a settlement of the
strike." The strikers and strike supporters have
callerl for a continued boycott of the Center.

LOS ANGELES, CA The Lavender and Red
Union is sponsoring a weekend conference to be
held in Los Angeles the weekend of June 10-12.
Registration is $5 and housing and childcare will be
provided. There will be panels on "Separatism,
Autonomy and the Party" and "What is the
Importance of Gay Liberation in the Revolutionary
Struggle" as well as open workshops by interested
groups.
·
·
Anyone interested should write ·L&RU, P.O. Box
3503, Hollywood, California 90028.

BOSTON MAN NAMED
BOSTON - William A. Doubleday of Boston has
been named by Integrity's executive committee as
the new editor of the Goy Episcopal Forum. Doubleday, who is on the staff of the Emmanuel Church
he~e, was named to succeed outgoing Dr. Louie
Crew in the post. Doubleday is a graduate of Cambridg·e's Episcopal Divinity School where he
currently teaches courses in the area of human
sexuality. He has been denied ordination by the Rt.
Rev. Alexander Stewart, Episcopal Bishop of Western Massachusetts, because of his public acknowledgement of his gayness.

BOSTON - A 24-year-old Back Bay man was convicted in Boston Municipal Court on May 3 on the
charge of "soliciting an unlawful sex act." The
. arrest took place on "The Block" on February 17,
and was one of numerous arrests made that month.
Judge Joseph DeGugliemo rejected ·)he defense
attorney's entrapment argument, and fined the
man, who had never been arrested before the
legal maximum of $50.
'

BAHR BLITZ
BOSTON - The Boston Advocates for Human
Rights, the local group concerned with the gay
rights referendum in Florida's Dade County, continues its campaign of media appearances. BAHR
representatives will be talking on WNTN (1550 AM)
radio's "Party Line" on Monday, May 9, from 10:1511 a.m. The show, hosted by Sybil Tonkonogy, is a
phone-in show and the .telephone number is 9693600.
David Peterson reports that both BAHR and the
Gay Speaker's Bureau received 13 speaking
requests between April 26 and May 9, "an all-time
high." Four of the requests came from radio programs, five from colleges, and two of them were
from high schools.

UPSTATE PRIDE
SYRACUSE, NY ---:-- Gay Pride Day for Syracuse
and Onondaga County has been set for Saturday,
June 18, 1977. The Onondaga County Gay Pride
Committee, a group of citizens from the . gay
community, is coordinating 'Syracuse's 3rd Annual
Gay Pride Field Day, to be held at Camp Brockway,
Pratt's Falls Park, Jamesville, New York, on that
date from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
A day of recorded music and live entertainment,
an "Orange . Bowl" football game complete with
half-time show, Arts & Crafts fair, workshops, a
$100 Cash Prize raffle, and possibly a V .0. Clinic
wil.l be offered.
Admission for the day will be $2.00 including a
chance at the $100 prize. Food and refreshment will
be available for sale at low prices.
For information contact: Gay Light Collective, 389
W. Onondaga St., Syracuse, NY 13202; telephone
(315) 475-6857.

GAY TV PILOT
LOS ANGELES, CA Don Amador and Tony
Karnes, both active for the past several years in
entertainment and Gay Studies, have announced
their newest venture, KGA Y Television.
KGAY Television was created by the pair in
association with Bob Bechtold, who first conceived
the idea over one year ago. The pilot-presentation
was produced by the three men who collaborated
also in the format design of the series.
Constructed around a modular, # two-hoursweekly format, the show will be marketed via ,
syndication and Cable TV . nat ionwide. KGAY
inc_ludes a one-hour news documentary segment; a
half-hour news, weather and sports spot, and
finally, the world's first "real life situation-drama"
for gay people (or gay soap opera), ca.lled Jerry &
Walter of Hilldole .
Persons interested in KGA Y-TV regionally should
contact Tony Karnes at the Gay Alliance of Professionals , 4779 Cromwell Avenue, Los Angeles,
CA 90027; (213) 660-6249.

CHURCH BUYS LIBRARY
NEW YORK - The Church of the Beloved Dlsdple acquired the famous gay library of the Mattachine Society with a bid of $2,900 in a spirited
auction held March 31, before some 40 individuals
and representatives of gay organizations.
The library came on the market when the Mattachine Society was forced to file bankruptcy papers
earlier this year.
Bishop Robert M. Clement stated that Beloved
Disciple sees the library as a public trust. "We
intend to operate it as an on going, expanding
resource which will be available to the gay community and to scholars interested in gay research,"
he said.
Jonathan Katz, author of Goy American History,
has offered his expertise in the task of cataloging
the hundreds of books to be housed in Beloved Disciple's St . John's Theological Seminary, 348 W. 14th
· St., New York City.

Appeals Court Questions New York Sodomy Law
NEW YORK - New York's highest
court, the New York Court of Appeals,
issued a decision questioning the validity of New York's consensual sodomy
law in two cases involving defendants
arrested for violation of the law.
The court stated that "great constitutional issues ... are present in these
cases," involving "questions o_f conduct traditionally treated as criminal
and yet, when committed privately and
circumspectly, suggestive of an unwarranted interference by the State with
the lately recognized and inchoate
'penumbral' right of privacy."
The two cases, People v. Mehr and
People v. Rice, had come to the New
York high court on appeals from lower
court decisions on motions to dismiss
the cases before trial on the grounds

that the consensual sodomy statute was
unconstitutional.
The lower trial court had granted the
motions and held that the statute was
unconstitutional as a denial of equal
protection of the law to single persons,
since the statute made consensual
sodomy a crime only when committed
-by persons not married to each other,
but legal when committed by persons
married to each other. An intermediate
appellate court reversed that decision
and held the statute to be valid.
- In its decision, New York's high
court declined to rule on the merits of
defendants' constitutional challenge on
the grounds that it did not have enough
facts about the place where the acts
occurred and whether any persons
other than the actors had been present.

The court, therefore, sent the cases
back to the lower court for a full trial,
stating that its action was "without
prejudice, }_lowever, to a review or .
application for review of the issues on
the merits when, as, and if defendants,
or either of them, are convicted."
The Mehr case was handled jointly
by Lambda Legal Defense & Education
Fund, Inc., and the New York Civil
Liberties Union, and the Rice case was
handled by the Legal Aid Society.
E. Carrington Boggan, Lambda's
General Counsel, who argued the Mehr
case before the Court of Appeals,
stated, ''We are gratified that the court
has recognized that the matter of .
freedom from unwarranted state interference in con~nsual sexual conduct

is, in the words of the court, a great
constitutional issue. We will continue
to assert this issue and we hope to, obtain a definitive ruling on it by the
court in the future."
The cases are also significant
because the court's decision indicates
that it does not feel precluded from an
examination of the merits of the constitutional issues by the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision of last spring summarily upholding the Virginia sodomy
statute. This is in keeping with a recent
line of decisions from the highest
courts of:a number of states asserting
their right to reach independent judgments on significant issues of individual
liberties under the constitutions of
their own states.-.
_.,__''
f
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Episcopalians Block Gay Use of Fac1bt1es:; ;,
By Jim Marko
BOSTON - The Episcopal Diocese
of Massachusetts ap-pears to be moving
toward a position of denial of the use
of their facilities to gay organizations.
Although there is no official policy regarding the use of church property by
gay groups, a recent incident points to
the possibility that there could indeed
be such a policy in the future. Boston's Older and Other Gays
group had been meeting at St. John's
Church on Bowdoin St. until they were
told by church officials that they must
move their me~tings elsewhere. The
group now meets at Hill House, 74 Joy
St., on Beacon Hill.
There is some evident confusion surrounding the decision-by St. John's to
ask the group the leave. Fr. Superior
Paul Wessinger of the Society of St.
John's, which is in effect running the
parish until the arrival of a new priest
in October, informed the organization

::

that since "the Bishop does not wish
church facilities to be used for homosexual groups exclusively," Older and
Other Gays would have to leave. In a
letter to the group after the action was
taken, the Rt. Rev. John B. Coburn,
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of
Massachusetts, stated: "There is no
official policy in this diocese regarding
the use of church property by homosexual groups. I do not anticipate that
there will be, although that possibility
cannot be precluded."
According to Pat Nason, the administrative assistant to Bi~hop Coburn, it
is ''not in the Bishop's power to decide
for what individual church buildings
are to be used." Nason says, however,
that it is the Bishop's personal policy
"not to encourage the use of church
property by homosexual groups on the
grounds that it would seem to give
approval to homosexuality as a Christian life-style." The Church has, of

course, not given this approval.
1he Bishop's office says that there
will not be a policy decision brought to
each parish in light of the incident at
St. John's. But spokesperson Nason
admits that "if other rectors were
concerned about this issue, they might
follow the Bishop's personal feelings"
and ask gay groups to stop using
church facilities.
Fr. Wessinger at St. John's says that
he received no pressure from the
Bishop to ask Older and Other Gays to
leave. In fact, a gay alcoholics organization is still being allowed to meet on
church grounds. Fr. Wessinger admits
that "to be logical" that group should
also be asked to leave, but until - the
arrival of the new parish priest there
will be no decision made. Part of the
issue concerning Older and Other
Gays, says Fr. Wes&inger, is the fact
that he would rather not see any "exclusive" group using church facilities.

1'

Although he ex1ires$eS_; '.~sympathy"
with gay rights discrimination battles,
Fr. Wessinger adds that "for a group
to be exclusively anything just does not
present the fullness of Christian teachings as they ought to be presented."
A spokesperson for Older and Other
Gays says that there will not be an
effort to get back to St. John's. The
spokesperson, although not pleased
with the _ action, adds that there is
nothing the group can legally do.
Meanwhile, John Lawrence, the gay
member of the newly formed Episcopal
Bishop's Commission on Sexuality,
notes that what happened at St. John's
is an isolated incident. Lawrence says
that Fr. Wessinger is using the personal
feelings of the Bishop to.justify forcing
Older and Other Gays out. As for any
widespread repercussions in the
church, Lawrence says the St. John's
decision "will be a support system to
those in the Episcopal Diocese who
want to deny space to gays.''

Boston Gay Pride '77 Tackles the Tough Issues By Don Barrett ·
BOSTON - Boston's Gay Pride
Planning Committee met last Mond_ay
and addressed the sensitive issue of
lack of attendance by women and
Third World gays as well as the issue of
participation by gay and gay-oriented
businesses in the parade. Of the 30
·people who attended the meeting, held
at the BAHR offices at 73 Tremont
Street, only two were women. There
were no Third World people in attendance. The group then decided to form a
committee to seek out participation by
the unrepresented groups. Since only
six weeks are left until the paPade, it
~as felt that all planning would have to
continue but that all committees would
have to . pay special attention to the
needs of groups not involved in the
planning. All committees will remain
open to new members and are seeking
input and participation by other
members of the gay community.
' Jack Rubin, manager of the popular
. Beacon Hill bar, Sporters, came to the
meeting in order to ascertain the
group's stand on the participation of
the gay and gay-oriented businesses in
this year's activities. There was no
visible business presence in last year's
march. Rubin was assured by committee members that as far as they were
concerned, Gay Pride '77 had no right
to discourage or hinder the participation of any groups in this year's activities. It was made clear that while some
people in the plann~ng committee and

in the community might not see the
bars as acting in the best interest of gay
people, still Gay Pride '77 would not
adopt this view. The planning committee asserted that it would in fact seek
the participation of all groups in this
year's activities.
Monday night also saw the adoption
' of a formal structure for this year.
There will be seven subcommittees
(Parade & Rally, Publicity, Fundraising, Housing & Child Care, Transportation, Participation, Program
Committee). Each subcommittee will
have a chairperson and these chairpersons will be respqnsible for running
the committee of the whole. All decisions of the subcommittees will be
presented to the whole group for
approval and comment. This was felt
to insure the most democratic means of
addressing the needs of all members of
the gay community.
There was discussion on what the
theme of this year's Gay Pride Week
was to be. The slogan "Our Diversity
Is Our Strength" was discussed, as well
as some themes centered on the current
push for gay rights legislation. Many
members of the group felt that the
parade and the activities themselves
were a better statement of the feelings
and direction of the gay community,
and that the adoption of a· theme
would cause a focus on some one part
of the community and not on all
aspects of gay pride. In the end, the

latter group won out by a vote of 22 to
7. It was agreed that this would be a
year of gay pride for all groups and all
politics, with no special emphasis or
theme.
Cha Cha Heels chaired the meeting,
which was over relatively early. At the
end the group broke into committees to

start planning. Gaf Pride '77 has outgrown its current meeting place and is
looking for a bigger. place; ·the Citadel
was offered for
week and was
adopted by the group? 'lt is expected
that the next me-eting wilrbe Monday,
, May 9, at 7 p.m.- at tHe Citadel at 22
Avery Street.
···.

nex't'

BOSTON GAY PRIDE '76: Last year the women marched first, the theme was
"Gay Unity is Gay Strength," and there were no signs identifying gay or gayoriented businesses. However, this year things appear to be different, as the
accompanying a_rticle demonstrates.
""
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community ·v oice
gay father writes
DearGCN:
· Thank you for your article of 4/30/77 regarding Donna Levy, •the Colorado lesbian fighting
for custody of her deceased lover's child.
I am a gay male parent of a 3½-year-old boy
and I am always delighted to read gay parentrelated news.
My lover (of two years) and I are also involved
in a custody suit for my son and I have a few
In beginning our battle for a better life for my
offspring, my mate and I decided to make a clean
sweep of things by coming out to our families
and friends, thus unloading the guns against the
secret of our sexuality. We stood up for ourselves, and love for each other and our belief that
our decision to build a life together was the right
one! We did not apologize to anyone for being
gay! We had built our relationship on the ideals
that we individually were important and so was
our relationship, so with that in mind we decided
we would use our sexuality as an asset instead of
something we had to cover lip. ·
Although we were successful in proving my exwife an unfit parent, our antiquated, homo-1
phobic courts 1ranted custody to (my) mother,
whose views mildly resemble those of Anita
Bryant . .. disastrous. Onward to fight again!
My lover and I are financially secure, we feel
we can provide my son with a balanced perspe9tive, intellectual stimulation, and emotional

security and stability. Our home is well balanced,
free of sexuality flau_nting and role playing, and
it is filled with love, respect and high values. A
fine place for a boy to grow up, wouldn't you
say?
· We will continue to fight until the courts view
our home and ability to properly raise my son as
a basis for their decision., rather than solely by
the fact that my relationship is · with a man
instead of a woman! I urge more gay parents - ·
both male and female - not to accept a homophobic court decision but fig}:lt for what is best
for their children.
I thank GCN for fair and unbiased coverage of
this subject, and also for a place to air my views
and beliefs.
Keep up the good work, this paper is a
PROUD gayperson's salvation!
In Gay Pride and Struggle,
Mark Brogna-Pierce

photography than female in GCN.
Of course it is looksist that 'we see more of
certain body types than others in the work of
Don Hanover and others.
Still, it seems important to have som~body
point out that when all is said and done, these
models are some prettyfgood-looking people.
If it's sexist that I turn on more to men than I
do to women (and it is), and if it's looksist that I '
turn on more to men whQ I think are handsome
than I do tp men who I do not think are handso!lle (and it is), well, basically, tough shit.
I became a faggot in the first place because of
where and how and from whom I get my dose of
instant hard-on, and no psychiatrist or gay liber- ,
ationist is going to take it away from me.
As the woman said, you ca1J' t go to bed with
your dogma.
Gayly and Lovingly,
Bob Schwartz
Charlottesville, VA

sheriff's thank you
bedding down·
with dogma·
Dear Friends:
·while combatting sexism and looksism, let us
not be so puritanical that we forget why we are
faggots and dykes in the first place.
I guess it is sexist that we see more male bodv ·

DearGCN:
Please accept -my sincere appreciation for your
kind words of support upon my recent appointment to the position of Sheriff of Suffolk
County. It is my fervent desire to justify the confidence you have shown in me.
Thank you again.
Sincerely,
Dennis J. Kearney
Sheriff of Suffolk County

no rainbow road
DearGCN:
After enjoying the Rainbow Roori-i for the past
few months on a ''forgive them father they know
not what they do" basis; for the closed door '
policy of literally booting out the gays after
many of us I'm sure dropp\!d !i few bucks at 15
Lansdowne.
Now I find the same type policy in effect but
from a different angle. I couldn't believe after
freely going and coming for months that I was .
_carded while accompanied by my sister, not for
one ID but for three IDs.
Later after not getting admitted, I returned
alone with three proper IDs and a bar of soap for
the doorman so he could clean up his act. I doubt
if one bar of soap will be enough though.
I am now sure after talking to acquaintances
that there have been many instances, especially
along sexual and racial lines, and that these for
the most part have gone unreported. This one is
not going to be, though.
As I was leaving that night, I was told to go to
1270 where I belong. I don't know if I belong at
l 270 any more than at any other pleasant bar. I
know from now on I will be comfortable only in
the other bars and I feel the people at the door of
the Rainbow are pretentious snots for making
such a statement.
I would like to thank the crews and management of the many other bars in Boston for
making any visit long or short hassle-free.
. I feel there is no place for this kind of prejudice in a gay bar and especially in a gay bar in
-Boston.
Sincerely,
Tom Moore

Guide to ''Civil'' Custody________________
BOSTON GCN continues to
receive complaints by gay men of arbitrary incarceration under the state's
"civil" or protective custody law at
Boston Police District 4. The following
information is presented as a guide to
persons who may find themselves the
victims of this type of custody. It is
supplied with assistance from the Civil
Rights Division of the office of Attorney General Francis X . Bellotti.
Any person who believes that he or
she has been inappropriately incarcerated under this law has been urged to
fil~ a written complaint, which will be
held strictly confidential. To expedite
this procedure, complaints should be

addressed to: Mr. Robert Wasserman,
Office of the Police Commissioner,
Boston Police Depai:tment Headquarters, 154 Berkeley Street, Boston,
MA 02116. The police command is
anxious to put a halt to the unfair
application of this law, but is powerless
unless \t receives detailed complaints.
The following information is tals:en
from Section 8 of Chapter 111 b of the
Massachusetts General Laws:
1. Any person who is incapacitated
may be taken with or without his
consent _to his residence, to a detoxification facility, or to the police station.
The officer has the right to request a
breathalyzer or coordination test, but
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is not obligated to.
2. Any .person so incarcerated has
the right to request and to receive a
reasonable test of intoxication, and the
right to make one phone call at his own
expense. The officer is required to
inform any such person of both of
these rights.
3. No person shall be held in protective custody against his will. However,
if a detoxification facility is unavailable, such person may be detained at a
police station until he is no longer inca. pacitated or a maximum of twelve
hours, whichever is shorter.
4. Under the law, a police officer
may use such force as is reasonably
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necessary. He may search such person
and his immediate surroundings, but
only to the extent necessary to discover
and seize any dangerous weapons. If a
person is taken into custody at a police
station, all his valuables and dangerous
articles may be taken from him for
safekeeping. If so,. such articles must
be inventoried.
5. Such . person shall not be considered to have been arrested. A record
and
indicating the date, . time,
place of custody must be made,. but
this record shall not be treated for any
purposes as an arrest or criminal
record.
6. Any officer, by law and by
custom, must supply his name and/or
badge number if so requested. If he
refuses, that information should be
.
included in the complaint.
The requirement to identify oneself
as an officer, however, does not apply
to plainclothes detectives on undercover assignment. For example, to use
a common circumstance, for a male
prostitute to ask a man in a car '' Are
you a cop?" does not require the man,
if he is an officer, to answer honestly.
He may deny it and still proceed with
an arrest. However, if the man
- iqentifies himself as a police officer, he
is then obliged to prove it if requested.
7. Anyone who makes such a
complaint should provide as much
information as possible, including
date, time, and ·place · of occurrence,
license plate numbers of vehicles (if
involved), and badge numbers of the
officers involved.

Please send _ _ _ _ _ copies of A Gay Person's Guide to New England including the 1977
supplement at $4.25 each (3.75 plus .50 postage).
Please send _ _ _ _ _ copies of A Gay Person's Guide to New England, 1977 supplement
only at $1 .50.
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speak ing out
By Brian McNaught
During a symposium on sexual minorities, a black Baptist minister commented: "We've got some people in the church we suspect are homosexual and we
don't know what to do with them!"
I saw red and snapped back with an ariger I thought had been worked
through: "What do you mean you don't know what to do with them. It never
ceases to baffle me how one oppressed minority can knowingly oppress another. It
was only 50 ye'1rs ago that the United States Senate was debating whether or not
black people were normal, based on what they thought to be the size of the black
person's brain. How many gay people do you think got clubbed by police, attacked
by dogs, thrown into jail all for the sake of black civil rights? And you don't know
what to do with them!''
It is with equal -anger that I hear about gay bars requiring three pieces of
identification for their black patrons and none for their white. How can gay people
who have been made to feel uncomfortable in straight bars, to the point of physical
threat, attempt to exclude black brothers and sisters from gay bars? Where in the
hell are they supposed to go? Are they supposed to fight their own gay black civil
rights battles? Somebody should have told them that when they were marching in
gay civil rights demonstrations; putting the name, reputation, job security and love
of family on the line.
And did you hear about the chapter of Integrity, gay caucus of the Episcopal
Church, which lost half of its members when their denomination officially
approved of the ordination of women. Believe it or not, they converted to the
Roman Catholic Chur~h where they know sexism reigns and the "sacred priesthood" will be protected. I have no doubts that these individuals will fully expect to
now find a happy home in Dignity, the Catholic gay caucus, so that the pain they
suffer as gay men might be nurtured by "brothers and sisters."
Then there are persons like David Goodstein, editor of the Advocate, who
think it's high time we keep non-straight-looking gays from the media. How soon
we forget that it was the non-straight-looking gays who were the first to have the
guts enough to appear on television talk shows, picket the police stations and
G.Ourthouses and garner the public attention to the gay community, thereby making
it possible for the rest of us "straight-looking" faggots to come ·out.
Think about it. How can any individual who has lied for most of his or her life
from fear of reprisals; who has been denied every basic civil right because of who
they are; who has thrown up or contemplated suicide from feelings of despair,
justify the deliberate and· conscientious denial of rights to any other person.
Having been forced to squirm in a sewer ourselves, how can we keep somebody else
there and then talk about gay pride or Christian love?
Sure it's nice to be in a bar which you can be assured will be loaded to the brim
with persons you find sexually exciting. Letting "others" in might well mean the
bar won't attract the bevy of beauties you find attractive. But that philosophy
smacks of the purest mentality which prompted Hitler to murder six million Jews
and 250,000 homosexuals; the mania which encouraged the Church to condemn to
hell all non-Christians; the hysteria of Anita Bryant and her Save Our Children

from Homosexuality illiterates.
Likewise, it takes little insight to discover that civil rights for homosexuals will
come much sooner if public stereotypes are destroyed by attractive, intelligent,
articulate and straight-looking gays. ·1 have seen the effect a screaming queen
Marxist can have on an audience or organization. But it is ridiculous to suggest
· that if we concentrated our political efforts on obtaining civil rights for "normal"
gays that we would then work for the rights of transsexuals and transvestites. How
much time, money and effort do you think would go into that campaign?
To follow such a course is paramount to rape. We had no trouble allowing the
misfits to organize us, put out our early newspapers and get their heads bashed by
the police, but now that they are no longer valuable they get pushed back into our
sewer.
Isn't it odd how we have no problem appealing to the N.A.A.C.P., the
Liberties
National Organization of Women (NOW), the American Civil
(UFW) for
Workers
Farm
United
the
\Union (ACLU) and
·money and public statements of support arid then ·turn around and oppress our
own people. What would Coretta King and Caesar Chavez, both of whom have
made public pro-gay statements, say if they wen~ made aware of what happens to
their people in our bars, baths and religious ca1;1cuses? ,:
It is not the "non-straight" -appearing gays who will set back gay civil rights.
It will be public disclosure of our own brutality and denial of civil rights to one
another that will send each and every one of us back into the sew~r.
Rep. Elaine Noble has said more than once, "The str.ajght world doesn't have
to worry about the gay community. We'll kiU each, othy~~.o{{ ''
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1010 YOU SEE?
Military Stress

Wear your
convictions!

."Navy Secretary W. Graham Claytor's decision to upgrade to honorable
the discharge of a Naval Acadamy ·
graduate who had acknowledged his
homosexuality was the least he could
do. In upgrading former Ensign Vernon Berg's discharge, Secretary Claytor merely 'followed the precedent set
last year by the Air Force in the case of
Sgt. Leonard Matlovich. The central
question, whether the armed forces are
· wise to exclude homosexuals, remains
unaddressed. The Matlovich case
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raised the issues clearly. Despite the
American Psychiatric Association's
finding that "homosexuality per se
implies no impairment in judgment,
_stability, reliability or general social or
vocational capabilities," the Air Force
decided that Sergeant Matlovich' s continuance in uniform would be too
· stressful - for the Air Force. Though
·he dismissed Sergeant Matlovich's suit
for reinstatement, Federal District
Judge Gerhard Gesell went to the heart
of the problem when he said that the
time had come for the Air Force to reexamine its "knee-jerk reaction to
some of these cases." The upgrading
· of discharges undoes some ·injustice _
but does not approach that basic
·task." - from an editorial in the New
York Times, April 30, 1977.

$5 each, ·$6 by mail
_p lease state size: S, M,L or XL

BOSTON ADVOCATES FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
73 Tremont Street, Room 224
Boston, MA 02108
Proceeds to benefit-Florida defense
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May Sarton at Barnard
By Bruce Michael Gelbert
May Sarton is a woman possessed: ·
the Goddess breathed arid spoke
through her: one could feel Her divine
inspiring presence in the room.
On Thursday, April 28, at Barnard
College, May Sarton, Belgian-born
New Englander, , author of Mrs.
Stevens Hears the Mermaids Singing
and A World of Light, gave her first
New York reading in twenty years. I
seek not to review her: that would be
presumptuous: I will just inform. Her
writings are like oases of peace: they
can crackle electrically. She gave of
both these aspects at this poetry tead.,
ing. She shared her lyric observations
on the swans' mating dance and on the ·
Pueblo Indians' ritual dance. She had

marked her fiftieth birthday by going
around the world: she went to Japan
and India and, approaching it after the
older, eastern civilizations, Greece
appeared young: she read her poem
celebrating these impressions and recalling that in the fifth grade, she had
carved the Parthenon from a cake of
Ivory soap.
She spoke of loving women, of
coming out publicly as a homosexual
(her term), of herself as a_ woman
artist vis-a-vis society. Her muse has
always .been fem ale. The poet, she
feels, is androgynous. She read her
elegy for Louise Bogan and her poem,
written in Chicago, on learning of the
death of Virginia Woolf. She spoke of

the importance of being surrounded by
animals-and read a poem inspired by a
bear, c_ooling herself by sitting on a jet
of water, in the St. Louis Zoo.
A question and answer period and a
cake and cider birthday party for the
sixty-five-year-old Taurus poet followed. Isabel Miller (Patience and
Sarah) and Liza Cowan (Dyke magazine) were among those in attendance.
Many thanks to Martha Wheelock,
who is doing her dissertation on May
Sarton's works, and Lyn Kupferman
for inviting and presenting her.
The following afternoon brought
May Sarton's appearance at the Oscar
Wilde Memorial Bookshop, and many
seized the opportunity to worship, chat
and have books autographed. At one
point, Ms. Sarton had occasion to hold
forth on the importance of privacy to
the creative artist and the gall of
importuners who would barge in,
uninvited, on someone who is in the
public eye.

Reps. M_o-akley, Drinait Evasive On Support

1

By David Brill
BOSTON - Two members of the
Massachusetts · congressional delegation have confirmed complaints of
evasiveness on· the subject of support
for federal gay rights legislation. U.S.
Reps. Robert F. Drinan and John
Joseph Moakley, both Democrats,
were questioned by gay constituents at
the 29th annual Roosevelt Day Dinner
held by Americans for Democratic
Action on April 30 in Boston.
Moakley, an assistant House Majority Leader and member of the influential House Rules Committee,
acknowledged that he has received
"some mail" on the subject of gay
rights, but added, "I haven't decided
how to answer it yet."
His response is similar to one
reported by another gay constituent
during last year's election season.
When asked by a gay woman for · his
views on the subject of, discrimination
against gays in employment, Moakley
reportedly responded, "You seem like
a nice girl, I don't see why anyone
wouldn't hire you." Moakley's 9th

Save this Ad for 10% Courtesy Viscount
for repairs only
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prices ANYWHERE! We also buy and sell
used T. V .s. Outside antenna installation a
specialty. Mass. Tech. Lie. 981.
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Elliot Ness
279 Newbury St.

stituents. The most decisive of the
several responses received by GCN
indicate thg.t Drinan will "consider
carefully" any pro-gay position on the
legislation. His 4th Congressional
District goes from Brookline, through
Newton, Waltham, and Framingham,
and ends in the Fitchburg-Leominster
·area.

k

We are interested in -contacting men
and women who wish to contribute
as writers to a new bi-monthly magazine voicing the militant secular
viewpoint. The magazine: The American A theist. Needed: commentary
on the anti-religion struggle, news
and features about the violations of
human and legal rights committed
- by religionists, and film and book
reviews of interest· to secularists.
For more information, write: The
American Atheist, PO Box 57, Dor•
_chester Ctr. Sta., Dorchester, Mass.
02124.
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Congressional District includes most of
the city of Boston, as well as the towns
of Dedham, Westwood, Dover, Walpole, Needham, and Norwood.
Drinan, the first Jesuit priest to serve
in the House, is a member of the House
Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee
on Constitutional Rights, to which
HR2998, the federal gay rights bill, has
been assigned. When asked for his
views on the pending bill, .Drinan said,
"That's going to be a tough one," and
then scurried away, but added that
hearings would be held on the . bill
during the current se,ssion of
Congress:
Although he is one of the most
liberal members of the House, and, in
fact, was on the top of Nixon's
"enemies list," Drinan has -yet to
provide a substantive response on the
subject of gay rights to any of his con-
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New Docum ents.Show Freud Backe d Gay Rights

TORONTO, CANADA The
Canadian gay liberation newspaper
The- Body Politic has published four
previously uncirculated documents
which show t:":..t Dr. Sigmund Freud,
founder of psychoanalysis, took public
stances in support of the early German
gay liberation movement. He is also
shown to have taken a professional
position in favor of homosexuals
becoming practicing psychoanalysts.
The most striking of the documents
is a petition Freud signed in 1930 for
the repeal of an anti-sodomy law which
· had been the object of an extended gay
rights campaign. "Homosexuals have
the same civil duty as everyone else,"
the petition reads. "In the name of
justice, we demand that legislators give
them the same civil rights by repealing
the law in question. If homosexuals are
guaranteed a life of human dignity,
they will reciprocate by leading
responsible and dignified lives.''
In an earlier statement, Freud told a
Vienna newspaper that "homosexual
persons are not sick, but they also do
not belong in a court of law.''
The documents were discover~_g ~y
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The Body Politic published the
documents to coincide with the annual
meeting of the American Psychiatric
Association, which is taking place this
year in Toronto. The Association made
news three years ago when it removed
"homosexuality" as a category of
mental illness from its diagnostic
manual.
''These are historically important
documents,'' Dr. Judd Marmor, past
president of the AP A, said last week
upon learning of their existence. ''They
will make another contribution to the
elimination of anti-homosexual prejudices."
One of the documents is an exchange
of letters between Freud and some of
his followers in 1921-22 over the
question of whether a homosexual
could become a _ practicing psychoanalyst. Freud stated that "we cannot
exclude such persons without other
sufficient reasoµs, as we cannot agree
with their l~g,al-pr,osecution."

.
"'
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Freud, in 1891, age thirty-five.
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PAPERBACKS

. (Credit Cards_ Accepted)
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author James Steakley last year while
doing research on the gay liberation
movement that was developing in
Germany and Austria during the nineteen-thirties. That movement was
destroyed when the Nazis came to ·
power in the early thirties.
Accompanying the documents is an
article by Herbert Spiers, a doctoral
candidate, and Dr. Michael Lynch,
both at the University of Toronto.
''These
documents
show
that
throughout his career, Sigmund Freud
was consistently opposed to the op•
pression of homosexuals," they wrote.
''They demonstrate beyond any doubt
that Freud's interest in understanding
the origins of homosexuality provided,
for him, absolutely no basis for antigay attitudes or legislation.''
In 1928, Freud · is shown to have
written a tribute for the homosexual
emancipationist Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld, in which he said he had always
''championed the view that Dr. Hirschfeld's lifelong struggle against the cruel
and unjustified interference of legislation in human sexual life deserves universal recognition and support.''
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approve its own re~oh1t!ons, which will
then be brought up·at die national conference.
·
·
As the people'· wh'o attend the
Connecticut conference will decide
what resolutions will be approved, the
more lesbians that come, the better
chance we will have of getting pro-gay
resolutions supported. Registration
costs $2 and there will be free housing,
childcare, and free transportation from
major cities. Interested women should
contact Marion Connell, coordinator,
cl o Greater Hartford Community College, 61 Woodland Street, Hartford.
She can be reached by phone at 527-
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By Dai Thompson
Lesbian input is needed at the Connecticut Internatipnal Women s Year
Conference to be held at the University
of Bridgeport on June 11-12. The Connecticut conference is one of a series
that will be held in every one of the 50
states before the national conference.
Each state conference has the right to
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Guest Rooms
Private Baths
"Break/ast in Bed"
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phf617) 487- 0094
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By Eric Rogers
On an unseasonably warm sp.ring day, a group of teenagers find their. way to ·
Bost<?n's Public Garden. It's one of those days when you don't have to do anything
. to have a good time - just hang out with the gang, goof around, talk and play
around with your friends. You haven't a care. in the world that afternoon, you
relax, you laugh a lot, just being yourself, except you and your friends happen to
be gay. All of a sudden a bunch of toughs . approach, asking all kinds of
questions, and gradually start to get nasty. One of your gang is dragged to his feet
and thrown int~ the·pond. You look around at all the adults for help. No, you
can't expect the straights to come to your aid. But the Garden on a warm, spring .
day is not exclusively straight; in fact you see many familiar faces, men and women
you've seen at bars, maybe even people who have cruised you. You look to them
for help. The look right through you. They don't want to help you out.
·
. You're seventeen, a woman, and you know you're gay. You even feel good
about it. Good e~ough to walk into the Saints one evening, hoping that no one
checks your I.D. You don't know anyone there and nobody there knows you. One
woman approaches you, and asks you to dance. Flattered, a little excited, you
dance together. After a few songs you walk off the floor, make your way to the bar
for some conversation. Things are going well enough when somehow you realize
you just dropped the fact that you go to high school. She asks how old you are.
You say your age. Things become very cool very quickly.
It's a long way from your suburban home to Sporters but you tell your parents
you're staying at a friend's house for the evening and you take the bus into town.
You get into Sporters and you're amazed that you're actually there. You get a-beer
and try to look at least eighteen but you can't hide the fact that you haven't started
to shave and, though you hate to admit it, your skin has that adolescent look.
Many men seem interested in you. You try smiling, and they just leer back. You try
looking tough and they seem more excited. Finally, someone approaches you. You
start talking, he asks how old you are. You lie and say eighteen. He seems really
friendly and nice. You go home with him. It's the first time you've slept with a
man. When you tell him that, he seems more excited. The next morning, when you
want to talk to him, he's in a rush, gotta get to work. You've finally had sex, but
no one's going to deal with your feelings about it.
The problems of young gay people
school friends, and yet too young to be
are ignored by adults. Gay men and · accepted into the gay world. They are
women prefer to focus their attentions
in a difficult position.
on issues that directly affect them.
-Rick came out when he was fifteen,
Recently, gay people in Boston have
when his cousin, who he had been
been putting their energies into many
"messing around with," . told his
import.flnt causes. Many people were
mother. Parental reaction was not
involved in the struggle attempting to
good and Rick ran away from home.
free Susan Saxe. Harry Reems' trial
Finally he was caught by the police and
stirred up a great deal of support from
thrown in jail. He spent the next year
the gay community, including a benefit
in primarily straight religious foster
at a local bar. Most recently, Anita
homes, seeing psychiatrists who tried
Bryant's anti-gay campaign in Florida
to "cure him." Finally, his social
has spurred one of the most organized,
worker moved him to a foster family of
and most successful fund-raising
two gay women who were able to give
campaigns in Boston. Gay people seem
him the understanding and support
concerned with their civil rights and
that he needed. He came to Boston the
willing to support these causes politifollowing year when his social worker
cally and financially.
suggested he become involved with
While all this }Jas been happening
other gay kids in Boston's Project
little attention has been given by gays
Lambda, the Gay Youth Advocacy
- group.
in Boston to local issues that affect
their gay community. Gay organizaLife in Boston is not easy for Rick.

Young gay people find that they have two strikes against
them - they 're gay, and they 're young. The find that if ·
they are upfront about being gay, they are rejected by .the
straight world. When they turn to the gay world for support
they are met with indifference, or fear.
tions and services in Boston have been
suffering financial crises and the needs
for funds in the local community are as
crucial as in Florida. While the bigtime national causes have sent Boston
gays into angry action, our local causes
have been ignored. And perhaps the
most ignored issue, and the issue that
has made gay people all over most uncomfortable, has been our gay youth.
Young gay people find that they
have two strikes against them they're gay, and they're young. They
find that if they are up front about
being gay, they are rejected by the
straight world. When they turn to the
gay world for support and aid,
however, they are met with indiffer- ence, or fear. They find their highschool dances ·unappealing (they are
too young to go to gay bars). If they
come out to their families they are
often rejected, even kicked out of the
_house. Yet they have no good_alternatives open to them. While gay boys
find that men are often attracted to
them sexually, they find a general lack
of understancling from these same
men, a~ well as an intellectual and
emotional condescension. They are left
cut off from their _families and highPage 8 • GCN, May 14, 1977

He is legaliy an "emancipated minor,"
living on small welfare payments, and
having a difficult time finding a job-or
housing. He dropped out of school and
spends a lot of his time hanging out
with his friends, other gay kids. Before
Project Lambda· lost its funding last
November he had a youth advocate
working with him, who would help him
find jobsand housing and would provide
him with the coun~eling and support he
needs. The Project also had programs
for him that provided him with alternatives to "hanging out."
Kerry just turned eighteen, so she is
no longe_r, in the untouchable category
of an "underage gay youth." When
she came out to her mother a year ago
her mother reacted by throwing up.
Realizing that living with her family
was not going to be easy, Kerry came
to Boston. She spent part of last
summer sleeping on benches in the
Common, not a very safe place for a
woman to spend the night. She is looking for a job and manages to get by
with the help of her grandmother and
her friends.
Project Lambda also helped Kerry.
She first heard about it through a
project she was involved with in her

home town. The directors of Lambda
spoke at the project and she eventually
got ahold of the phone number for
Lambda and called for support when
she was coming out. Like ' Rick, she
found that the Project provided her
with both the social life that made her
life pleasant and 1surrounded her with
peers, and the counseling and guidance
that a young person needs to survive on
her own.
Kevin is in a slightly different position. He is sixteen and still lives · with
his parents, who do not know that he is
gay. He heard about Project Lambda
from a teacher in his school and has
been coming to Lambda to be with
· other young gay people. His economic
and housing needs are met primarily by
his family, and his use of Project
Lambda is primarily for support and
socializing. Anne, a young woman who
also remains with her family, explains
that when she came out to her mother:
She goes "Well you can move out!"
- I don't want to move out because I've got nowhere to go and I
just started a job and I've got the
luxuries of home . . . and I just
can't leave them ... but I'm gay.
_It is not easy to continue living with
your family after you have explained to
them that you're gay.
There is a mixture of working-class
and middle-class kids in Project
Lambda. · Both groups share the same
kind of homophobic, intolerant communities and families. The middleclass teens seem to be more directed
towards finishing their education and
therefore retain their family ties
through high school, often at the sacrifice of remaining in the closet. The
working-class teens do not .have the
same luxuries and advantages tied to
their home lives and therefore find less
reason to make the sacrifices necessary ·
to remain at home. They quit school,
leave their families, and try to find jobs
in the city. Because o.f their youth,
their gayness, and their lack of diplomas, they have a difficult time finding
employment. Until recently, advocates
from Project Lambda helped these
younfpeople find jobs.
About half a year ago, Project
Lambda,
the
organization that
provided ·these young people with . the
support and resources they needed, lost
its government funding. While this
received some attention in the gay
press, there was none of the excitement
or support that A'nita Bryant's Florida
campaign excited. Organizations did
not spring up to support Project
Lambda and needed funds or lobbying
did not occur. Thus, because of the
lack of funding, the project has had to
be severely reduced. All the advocates
had to be laid off, and only the two codirectors and one staff person remain
at Lambda headquarters, the Charles
Street Meetinghouse on Beacon Hill.
They remain to allow the kids a place
to "drop in" during the day, and help
them out if they can. Meanwhile they
have been applying to foundations for
financial support, doing court work,
and looking for other ways to find the
finances needed to get Lambda back to
its full operating capacity. The Saturday rap groups for teens continue but
are not facilitated by an adult and tend
to be unfocused and often become bull
sessions and card games.
Lack of Community ·support
Randy Gibson, one of the directors
of Project Lambda, is angry at the
general lack of concern ~ Boston's
gay community with the problems of
gay youth. While he understands that it
is not realistic to expect money for
Project Lambda to come exclusively
from within the gay community, he
resents the "bucketful of enthusiasm"
stirred up by Florida's issue, and the
relative lack of interest in local issues.

Gibson has funding for a residential
program, as well as a facility, for it:
but he insists on getting money to fund
Lambda before he puts his energies
into the residential program. To have
the money to house the kids and not
"have the money ·to work with them
seems to be an unfortunate situation.
He has been pursuing, with Steffi
Somers, also a director of Lambda,
other sources of funding, and hopes to
be able to come up with something
soon.
He is, however, distressed at the gay
community's lack of sincere effort to
help gay youth. Programs that allow
gay youth into them do not provide the
youth with the support and perspective
that they need. Often teenage boys are
put into situations where they are easily
used for only sexual purposes. Gibson
believes '' the community needs to
know that they are uniquely kids.
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They're like every other buncfi of kids
in that they have needs besides sexual
needs." Unfortunately, Boston does
not provide gay youth with the resources to help them meet these needs.
It seems that the Boston gay community wants to avoid this issue. The
many gay organizations in town have
not reached out to these kids. They've
provided no input into helping them
out, offered no programs, provided no
support. While Homophile Community Health Services is now considering
opening up their programs to provide
some activities for gay youth, at this
time there is nothing, except the
remains of Lambda.
Last fall, the Gay Men's Center was
forced to face the issue of opening its
space to gay youth. The actual
incidents are obscure and- have been
already widely debated in the gay
press. The basic facts seem to be that.

knowing that Lambda was cutting
back, several gay boys sought out a
place at the Gay Men's Center. At that
time th~ Men's Center was not able to
deal with this issue only. Because they
were serving alcohol, and because they
were . accused of harboring "chicken
queens," the Center decided that it was
not advisable to permit gay teens into
the space. While many members were
opposed to this decision, the Center.
was in the midst of several other issues
that took precedence. Randy Gibson
supported their decision. He agreed
that until the Center could provide
programs specifically tailored to the
needs of gay youth, and coµld give
them an environment stressing peer
interaction, rather than adult-youth
r~lationships, it was better to keep the
boys out of the Center.
Hustling and the Bars

So what options are open to our gay

teenagers? They are not allowed uao
gay organizations, they are ih)t
provided with programs ,that fit their
needs, their one project, Lambda, has
been cut back severely, and they have
to sneak into bars. If a gay person
wants to come out in Boston at the age
of 15 there is no way for she or he to do
so. There is no network of support. No
peer interaction, no counseling available to them.
Many of the young gay men f~nd
their way onto the Block, and come out
through hustling. There are several
reasons for this. One reason is that
often gay teens are cut off from their
family, and hustling is the only way
they can find to support themselves. It
is also the only place in the gay community where their youth is an asset sexually, many men find it appealing.
Therefore they are able to _associate
with other gay people through sex,
while their needs go beyond. that.
Hustling is not one of the best ways to
find the support and understanding
that a gay teenager needs.
The bars are another way that young
gay men and women find their way
into the gay community. This involves,
however, sneaking into bars. While
fake I.D.s were a part of everyone's
growing up, the bars, like the Block,
are also somewhat insensitive to the
needs of these teens. Youth are at a _
point in their lives when they need to
find the support to allow them to
-develop as full people, to develop their
. character and their own sense of themselves. When teenagers are seen only
sexually, it often leads them to frustration, .insecurity, and unhappiness.
Too Scary an Issue?
One must question why the gay community avoids dealing with gay youth.
There seem to be several factors in-·
volved in this. On one _ hand, our
society seems to have a condescending
attitude towards its young people that
leads to a general lack of understanding and failure to identify with young
people. We prefer to see them as
"young and free," the Pepsi Generation, runnipg barefoot, carefree, without any of the troubles that come with
adulthood. We prefer to think of
adolescents as innocent, or at least
naive, enjoying the best years of their
lives before they have to deal with the
responsibilities of economics, career,
and yes, sex. In fact, the Wonder Years
are a time of great insecurity and
unhappiness for many young people,
and gay teens are often in an especially
frightening and alienated position. ·
Perhaps part of the reason people
prefer to gloss over the problems of
our young people is because many of
us have painful memories of our own
teenage years. Many of us felt different, unusual, as if we were the only
ones who had trouble in highschool
showers, fell in love with gym teachers,
or had crushes on people of the
"wrong" sex. The memory of this pain
and loneliness should move gay people
to reach out to support gay teens who
are now in similar situations. Instead it
seems to make them avoid the subject
entirely, perhaps even feel that ~uch a
situation is a good ordeal for people to
come through. The problem is that
some gay teens don't come through it,
and, if they do, ofteh bear the scars of
the ordeal for a long time.
The other factor that seems to be
preventing gay adults from supporting
gay youth are questions of legality, and 1
the fear
of being considered a
"child molester" or "chicken queen."
Anita's
"Sa'Le - Our
Childr~n"
campaign has brought this _same issue
into the forefront of the gay rights
issue. The whole issue of sex between
adults and younger people has not been
properly dealt with by the gay community because of the stigma attached
to such relationships. This stigma com-

peL gay adults to shirk the issue
entirely, cut of fear and out of social
pressure. Perhaps the more useful
, .:sponse would be to face the issue of
pederasty directly, and explore what
we actually consider wrong with sud1
relationships and why we feel this way.
By facing the issue and exploring· lts
ramifications, perhaps more gay adults
would become free from their fears of
dealing with youth in any way. As long
as adults have to fear the legal system
and societal pressure, they will continue to avoid this important segment
of our community.
12 Angry People
· A dozen gay young men and women
are the core of what remains of Project - Lambda. They are angry and they are
very clear on why they are angry. They
feel ignored and avoided - except
sexually. They are angry that they are
not being recognized by the older gay
community. As Rick says, _"It's bad
enough from the bets, but from our
own people?" They are invisible,
present, yet invisible because they are
young and gay.
They are a new entity for the gay
community. They are the new
generation of gay people, kids who
come out when they reach puberty,
who spend little time pretending they ,
are straight. They are reaching adolescense at a time when they can read
about gay issues even in the straight
press, and hear about gay rights, gay
marches, gay parents, gay officials, ·
gay pride. Still, they have been raised
- by straight society, in straight families.
To come out in a hostile environment,
at an age when they are still relatively
dependent on their families, is a move that requires a great deal of personal
integrity and deserves respect from the
older gay community.
As being gay becomes more acceptable in straight society and becomes
more prevalent, as one hopes it will, we
should expect more and more young
people to come out at younger ages.
Unless the gay community provides a
facility or a support system that gives
young people the support and the
environment that they need, we will be
abusing a potentially great resource.
It is too easy to say that if these kids
want a program they should organize
one themselves and find the funding
themselves. This argument ignores the
reality of the world today. However
strong these young people are, and
they are strong and unified, they are
working within a system that renders
them helpless to free themselves from
their families, and provides little job
opportunity and few social services
that could assist themin their struggle.
At least for the time being, gay adults
are going to have to come to their aid;
back them, guide them, and respect
them and their struggle. It is not very
different than our own.
The premise of Anita Bryant's Save
Our Children campaign seems to be
that a young person's sexuality is nebulous. She or he is so uncertain and confused that any -adult can persuade a
youngster to · adopt homosexuality,
goes Bryant's logic. There are young
-gay people who are willing to stand up
to her myths and assert their rights to
be gay. They are not seduced by older
gays, they are not confused, they are
not self-hating. They are sixteen and
they are proud to be gay: It is the
responsibility of adult gay people to
cut through their own fears and insecurities and support these teenagers.
Anita has been fighting to prevent gay
people from ever again getting near
young people. It is time we began
fighting to save our children.
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By Terry Helbing
I work as a secretary and have •
worked at New York University for ;
about a year and a half. I always had
the impression that educational institutions were supposed to be th~ leaders
of thought in the community; I quickly .
discovered this was not the case. My
job actually consists of two half-time
jobs for separate office "units"
located in the same place. One half of
the job is serving as the secretary/
administrative aide for an academic
department. When I write someone a
business letter, I intentionally do not
identify my gender in the signature
block:
Sincerely yours,
terry Helbing
Department Secretary
Invariably the reply comes back
addressed to "Ms. Terry Helbing' !
(how "liberated" of them!). These
people always receive a consciousnessraising letter from me, whether or not
the correspondence needs to continue,
to the effect that "people who have my
name and work in this capacity'' are
not necessarily ' feinale. Vice-presidents
of companies, heads of libraries, professors and others have received this ·
"education" from me!
Interestingly enough, when I write
letters in the other half of my job (as an
assistant editor for a theatre journal) .

and use my other signature block,
Sincerely yours,
Terry Helbing
Asst. Editor
my return correspondence is addressed
to "Mr." - This means, I guess, that'.
publishing is a field still dominated by
men, and so it is assumed that my
androgynous name is male. (I think
that such titles serve no purpose anyway, and simply address correspondence with a first and last name, without
benefit of a Mr., Ms., Miss, Prof.,
Dr., Rev., the Hon. or whatever.)
Similar things happen when I answer
the telephone. Shortly after I started
working, I began a lot of conversations
something,like this:
"Hello."
"Hello, could I speak to the secretary, please?"
"Speaking."
Pause for a few seconds. (I feel confusion coming from the other end of
the telephone!)
"Oh."
And then we began the business part of .

the call: The implications of that short
exchange astounded me then and still
do now.
What do these
callers think? That a man couldn't
possibly be a secretary? That he
wouldn't be stupid enough to work in a
job that is "meant" for a woman? 1
That it's all right for a woman to _do
the job but a man is "too good" for it?
Given this type of thinking, if they
knew my sexual preference, it would
confirm what they believe! They might
think, like Anita Bryant, ''Ooooh, he
wishes he were a woman (and could
wear a dress - thanks, Anita!). Now I .
understand." But no, oh unenlightened
homophobe , that is not true! A gay
male is working in this job not because
he thinks in terms of sexual stereotypes, but because gay people have
recognized these stereotypes for what
· they are - unfair, harl,llful, and
WRONG!

In another phone conversation, this
time initiated by me, I called one of the
officials of the graduate school to get
some information . I contacted the
person, identified myself, and started
asking her some questions. Midway

through the conversation, she said,
"But what happened to Professor
___?'' She thought that I was the
new chairmen of the department! l !
Many of these calls come from
within the university, which is why I
believe that the educational system (at
least at NYU) is not the center of
progressive thought that I had assumed
it to be.
My experiences show that we are
living in a period of transition - many
people, unfortunatel y, still identify
certain kinds of jobs with a particular
gender; i.e., "women's work." And
business persons will take longer to
realize that they are guiltier of"job
stereotyping '' than other people•(it is a
very conservative field), and need to
update their thinking. (Education is a
business too: I've worked in it long
enough to discover that it is just
another form of capitalism.) At least I
hope they will. I hope someday very
soon people accept as a matter of
course that a person of either sex can
answer the telephone!
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Los Papagayos Carnal Carni\Jal

•

By Steve Blevins
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,there's a thick atmosphere of sexuality raring to be made flesh. The
few women in high heels - all with bad posture - hardly matter. It's
the underlying se:Xuality of men gathered in groups, in locker room-;,
on camping trips, in armies, that fuels this sexiness. "As though th-::
whole place will break into an orgy," my friend says. A visible,
tangible power. One that I can't, with disinterest, describe, as I was
under the spell of it.

We arrive early at the Boston Center for the Arts Cyclorama, nervous
we won't get in. Not enough silver, red, and black: official colors of
the 1977 Los Papagayos' "Vision of the Future" party. Not .yet, the
man at the door tells us . A small group - the before eleven p.m .
crowd - gathers. Three young black boys, not a one over twelve,
stric;le boldy past us through the red front doors. After a few minutes
we hear them shouting, and a Papagayos wearing long red drapes and
red underpants shoos them out. "Hey Bionic Woman!" one yells,
"Hey sweetheart!" "We shoulda flattened 'em ... " another says as
they wall< off into the South End.

7
~nergetic dancers explode firecrackers or cherrybombs. Marijuana
clouds drift tropically through clusters of people, Is it naive to believe
the police don't know?

2
We stand and stand waiting to buy a ticket from someone who has an
extra. There are pots of geraniums and tree branches sprayed silver. A
table of Papagayos take tickets and award silver and red buttons that
say "Metropolis." Many men come in costume: there are space
cadets, Tarzans, and bareback riders wearing galvanized gymsuits and
workboots. Most are very attractive, the kind of attractive that turns
your head in a bar, or makes you linger over a magazine page. Some
faces are seen around town faces. Some are "Where-have-you-beenkeeping-yourself?" There are silver Xmas ornaments, and toy ray
guns, and elaborate hairdos. There are identical twin "couples"
costumes. I wonder what the police, of whom there are seven or so,
think of this: their faces don't say. We buy one ticket, and a helpful
Papagayos arranges another. Not since high school have I been so
aware of the difference between being "in" and being "out."

8
And that they don'fknow about the back room, a dark square at the
end of a maze carpted with bubbled packing plastfc. Pop! pop! pop!
and you're in a semi-dark room where the esthetics aren't anybody for
anybody, but pick and choose. A polite, contairn~d, upper-class circle
jerk, not a sleazy Fenway-bogged anything-goes group fuck. Not a
five-minute reel at the Jolar cinema, but classy porno. It's that awareness that around you as you do whatever you do with a man, there are
other men doing it with, men. The responsive_, or,uninterested hands of
a stranger are potent aphrodisiacs, made more-intense by the popping
plastic that signals: someone else is coming. l3ut'unlike the Fenway or
the Esplanade or the third floor men's ~rbom at!Filetles, it's never the
police.
·
·
' ,,;, -;
'
j

3
The entrance is a mirrored tunnel lit by a high-powered strobe. The
floor is carpeted with bubbled packing plastic that snaps ~nd pops as
we walk on it. Inside we're inundated with sensory stimulation: a
table of Carmen Miranda colored fruit, a fountain of red wine
decorate one arc of the circle. The Cylcorama's round interior is
painted with skylines. The ceiling is done up with red baHoons, polyurethane, and mandalas of disco-sensitive lights. Strobes slice motion
picture activity into momentary snapshots. Concert hall speakers
flood the room, ear-deep, with decible after danceable decible. On a
large-screen video set-up, portions of 2001: A-Space Odyssey, shots of
the crowd, and videotaped scribbles - all timed to the music - are
being shown. Across the diameter of the busy circle, a neon green laser
beam, the unearthly pulse of the party, stretches its straight line.

'

9

The most beautiful was a dark :_ possibly Chicano - map who wore a
rhinestone tiara, and wings on both arms made of large white feathers~
He didn't dance to the music - he flew, and others gc:ither~d to watch.
He was Icarus flying too near the dangerous-lookin{seductive laser.
He was an Indian prince commanding the heavens listen to him. He
was the duckling that finally found his swan wings. An angel, I said,
pointing him out to my friend, even if ·he has to stand in line like
everyone else to go to the bathroom.
10
What about the money? What about Dade County, and GCN struggling
to pay its taxes, and Seven Days going unaer? And further away, what
about those children that are starving in whatever country is currently
used by parents to improve their children's appetites. At $15 a head,
and approximately- 800 heads, that's roughly $12,000. (This doesn't
take into account the "loose change" of Los Papagayos' core group.
Admission is said to require a fashionably comfortable bank balance.)
Some will feel that spending $12,000 on a "one night affair" for
handsome gay men is deliciously appropriate. Others feel the failure to
apply such po1itically persuasive funds-and collective energ_ies to the
on-going undernourished human rights struggles is decadent selfindulgence. While I might enjoy the expensive wit of the former, _I
know I agree with the latter. But Papagayos and participants, please
- hold your letters. No one's passing out in_vitations to the revolution.
In the end, politics are as personal a choice as what you do with your
penis.

4

In back we chuck our wine for a drink from the open bar. Gallons of
vodka & soda, whiskey on the rocks, and gin & tonic empty into con.versing mouths. Costume admires costume. A man walks by in a black
t-shirt that says "I am a virgin" and we laugh . . .

Two joints later, everything is trippy, like eighth row seats at Alice
Cooper five years ago. It's the same mindlessness. The music, the light
show, the faser slicing through the crowd are hypnotically syncopated.
For minutes at a time people are mesmerized'; open-mouthed. Suddenly the DJ completes a long, expertly spaced-out blend, and goes into ·
the disco version of Also Sprach Zarathustra. We shake our heads and
dance to this cosmic tackiness.

11
The policemen weren't looking and neither were Los Papagayos so
when I ieft I escorted a particularly endearing pot of geraniums home.
A friend telis me the flowers don't last long, but so what? It's leaves
and stems are healthy. I want to put it in a bright place and watch it
grow.

6

It's a latter-day high school prom. There are those who decorate, those
who wear their best prom dress, those who stand on the sidelh:ies. But

I

,rected by Ted Davis -

Celebrate the
homecoming of Boston's
longest running play to the Rep. this Tuesday
Qu1k Charge 426-6210

at

ARTS Vouchers

Today
3 & 8:08

Out 1own. Harvard Sq

Student !.ush

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
76 Warrenton Stree}

426-6912

BOSTON CENfER FOR THE ARTS
CY CLO RAMA LITTLE THEATRE .
541 Tren10n_t Street
PREVIEWS Mav 8,9,10&11 at 8pm
OPENING May 12 at 7:30
Perforn,ances every Thurs., Fri., Sat. a~ 8pm through May 28
' Tickets $3.50 in advance $4.50 at .the door.

ORDER TICKETS NOW
For Reservations, mail order, group sales call 426-6210
To charge tickets call TEL-A-CAARGE 800-241-8444
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Jane Rule: $ollleday is Already Here.
The Young in One Another's Arms, by
Jane Rule. Doubleday: Garden City,
N.Y., 1977. 204 pp. $6.95.

By Nancy Walker
. Ruth Wheeler's boarding house in a
town on Canada's west coast lies in the
P¥tth of progress pushing toward a last
frontier. Eventually you get to the
Pacific, and there are no more roads
then.• But here and now, a new
approach to a bridge is about to be laid
right through where . Ruth's house -is
standing, so house and Ruth and all
must go. ·
.· , :
This is the context Jane .Rule creates
for her most recentnctve1; The Young
in One Another's Arms. The boarding
house, a setting Rule frequently employs, is as good -as:,the '~Grand .Hotel'.'
plot for getting1 a: vaFiety of characters
together in situations ·where they can
reveal their inner workings and make a
series of shifting patterns as their
relationships to themselves and each
other dev:elop and change, ebb and
flow. -•,: r,, ;. _,,,
This book - differs tremendously
from the "Grand Hotel" scheme, however, in that its little band of characters, ,with a couple of exceptions,
comes to form a very loving family.
Their lives not only touch one another,
but they'also blend and fuse, and eventually make order out of chaos, hope
out of despair, meaning out of loss.
Though the house must come down,
the boarders, instead of going their
separate ways, determine to stay
together, and after a failed attempt at
living in an old farmhouse, decide to
rent a house on an island where they
run a restaurant as a communal ·
project, financed by money Ruth has
realized from the sale of her house.
Ruth Wheeler has spent most of her
slightly more than fifty years coping
with loss. She has lost her right arm;
her father was crushed in a bulldozer
accident; her daughter, aged twentytwo, has died in another accident not .
clearly defined; her husband has left ·
her because he can't live with her (but
he- returns periodically for a night of
sexual release); and now her house is
being forcibly bought from her.
For :Ruth, the most .disturbing aspect
of the imminent· uprooting is what to

PHOTO BY BETTY FAIRBANK

Jane Rule

mother-in-law, for love of whom she ·
married Hal in the first place, has lived
with Ru'th in an affectionate, though
probably not sexual, relationship for
years. Now Clara is aged, ill and very
fragile, · flirting precariously with
-death. Willard has only "threequarters of his wits" and lives his life
absolutely faithful to an unchanging
timetable. He is a shoe salesman and
selJing shoes is the limit of what he can
do. Willard has been with Ruth a long
while and she feels responsible for him.
The young people, Ruth assumes,
will be all right, but it turns out that
they need her as much as they need
each other. Tom is an American draftdodger in love with Gladys, a political
radical and the center about which all
the book's sexual energy flows. Tom
wants to marry her, but Gladys doesn't
want to be married. However, when
she becomes obviously pregnant, she
does marry him "for the sake of the
hamburgers" - to keep the straightlaced patrons from abandoning the
restaurant.
Meanwhile Mavis, a Ph.D. candidate studying Dickens, works th~ough
her inner conflicts about lesbianism.
She admits her love for Gladys and
Gladys reciprocates.
While they are all still living in the
doomed house and pondering the

Ptirllping Iron .
-~j

In one another's arms, birds in the
trees
- Those dying generations-at
their song,
The salmon-falls, the mackerelcrowded seas,
Fish, fl~sh, or fowl, commend all
summer long
Whatever is begotten, born, and
dies.
Caught in that sensual music all
· neglect
J Monuments of unageing intellect.
Often the story parallels the poem.
' Rule may have used -the poem as a
jumping-off piace, but she sails toward
life as the highest good, while Yeats sails away from life toward art as the
sanctuary from nature which brings
with it death. Though the book is
heavily symbolic and complex, it is' extremely well-written and eminently
readable.
Aside from the fact that the author is
a lesbian, why is this book being
reviewed in a gay paper? Is it a gay
book? Strictly speaking, it is not a gay
book. But that is not necessarily a
negative thing. Any book totally gay is
by its nature limiting and tends to cut
us off from the rest of humanity. What
Rule does in this novel is unite gay,
non-gay and bisexual. She bridges the
gap between generations. She puts
black and white in meaningful and
affectionate relations with each other.
And she makes no apologies to anyone
for anything.
Boy is deliberately, flamboyantly
gay - frequenting the steam bath with
stunning regularity. Mavis is totally
lesbian. Ruth and Clara's love is deep
and rich and needs no label. Hal is
straight,as a ramrod. Gladys is full of
sexual strength and generosity. She
loves Mavis, and Tom, and she has
twins, one of whom lives and one of
whom dies. The whole book is a
struggle toward whatever is good and
fine and loving in life.
Someday, hopefully, we will all be
just people, and sexual and affectional
preference will cease to be a matter of
distinction or discussion. In the world
of Jane Rule's novel, someday is
already here. Amen.
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Arnolf!SJ.:h,~ arzenegger in

Not at all
fu ~rih-ll~fuout body-building as a sport as it
is a constamtly fascinating look at human obssession and
Competition. •
t'°,..;,.:; ~it· t: \
_ PUMPING I RC?N t:i~as :a-~ on~erful sense ·of humor about
itself and ,ts sub1ects w1thdy\ idolatry or condescension .
Men with the bodi'es of. 'macho cartoon characters are soft
kind, vulnerable, mis.cNevous; and funny. What they dot~
achieve in their field Sf!Y5 more about .pursuit of success -.
than "Love Story" ancl, "Ttie Paper Chase" put together.
See the movie that m_a de "Schwarzenegger" a h_ousehold
~ord, and began a .national craze of the "Pumping-----"
Joke.
,
,
_

do about Clara and Willard. Clara, her
future, "Boy Wonder," a short, black
American "faggot" on the run from
the police, enters into the midst of all
the swirling emotions a_nd heated political interchanges. He is one of the
most delightful, amusing and lovable
characters I have met anywhere in contemporary fiction. He · has the combined gifts of humor, self-knowledge
and love, and he arrives on the scene
just in time to play a very unlikely
Spirit of Christmas. (He is, ind,eed,.
·
~rchetypally a Christ figure.)
Boy knows precisely who and what
he is and makes no bones about any of
it:
Now, I'm a sort of James Baldwin
reactionary, born too late for my
style, a faggoty little nigger making
up to white boys; ... I mean, I've
only been in Canada a week, and
the guilt here is just unreal, and
you hardly got no niggers to make
upto.
He sees into the people around him and
with- a smile, a quip and a flourish
answers all their unarticulated needs.
Loss , permeates the book. Death
abounds. The story re-told in · words
other than Jane Rule's runs· the
risk, at times, of sounding maudlin and
bathetic, tending toward laughable
melodrama. But Rule is a writer of . considerable merit. She brings her·
characters through their crises deftly
and with artistic eco-nomy of language.
In the final analysis The Young in
One Another's Arms is a triumphant
book. It works through pain and shock
and loss, always loss, to the ultimate
victory of life over all contenders.
Progress is not the enemy; it is as
inevitable as death and loss, but while
we yet live, we can love and find joy.
Ruth's statement at the beginning of
the novel: "What you lose is what you
survive with,'' is the central paradox of
the book. At the end of the story,
another black man, Luther Baldwin, ·
sings, "It takes all this dying to be
born." Life is a circle. It goes un forever.
The title of the book is taken from
stanza 1 of William Butler Yeats' poem
"Sailing to Byzantium":
That is no country for old men.
The young
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Only ALL MALE Adult Films!
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ROUGH TRADES

film

(Altman 's Complex and Compelli ng Wome~

)

By Ed Roginski

3 Women.

A film directed by Robert
Altman starring Shelley Duvall, Sissy
Spacek, and Janice Rule. At the Sack
Charles, Boston.
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The final sequence of Robert Altman, s 3 Women is a futuristic vision of
a divided world in which the battle of
the sexes is over. The three women of
the film have formed a society physically apart from that of men, but they
have not yet removed themselves
psychically· from it. And so Willie
(Janice Rule) questions the oppressive
way in which Millie (Shelley Duvall) is
treating, in "motherly', fashion, Pinky
(Sissy Spacek). The roles they play are
still determined by their history and
culture, all of which are displayed in
the earlier portions of this most
complex and compelling of Altman's.
films.
Each of the women living in man's
world has characteristically chosen her
own way of dealing with her oppressive
context. Willie is the unifyivg center of
the film, and her paintings · of subhuman beasts engaged in a sexual warfare that is both grotesque and mesmerizing provide the visual focus of the
work. · Willie herself is the woman as
artist, seen by others as haunted, crazy
and pitiable. She speaks almost not at ·
all, and lives apart, and in her work.
She is a sort of "holy fool" whose
vision is clear, but whose communication of it to others is largely ignored.
If Willie is the silent defeetor from
the world, Millie is its most talkative

,...

participant and interpreter.
She
babbles constantly, to no one in particular, of the inane minutiae which
make up a "modern woman's life":
the color-coordinated design of her
apartment and clothing; the index-file
of recipes, catalogued by length of
cooking time, etc. Her thought and
speech are the essence of banality. Her
appearance and manner are merely a
veneer, covering an inner emptiness, of
which the character gradually becomes
aware. Duvall, who is credited with
writing most of her own dialogue,
turns in a superb performance with
which she reaps the sympathy of the
audience, and effectively steals the
show.
This is no mean feat considering the
company she is keeping. Sissy Spacek
as Pinky is an actress of extraordinary
depth and capability. But she is running the risk of becoming a female
Tony Perkins, who for years was
doomed to portray severely disturbed
characters, and whose type-casting
must have been as grating on him as it
was on his audiences. Spacek needs a
change of pace soon, though one is
grateful for her performance and role
in this film. Pinky's adaptation to the
world of men consists of playing everyone's "little girl as victim." At the outset of the film, she is a total naive,
watching through a glass partition of a
sanatorium as her eventual idol, Millie,
leads geriatric patients through a
wading pool as part of their therapeutic routine.

Randolph Country Club
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Half-way through the film, when
Pinky falls/jumps into the swimming
pool of the apartment complex in
which she and Millie live, the bottom
of which is decorated with Willie's
paintings, she is literally and metaphorically diving into the fr3ry. She •is
born again, by regressiqg to a prehuman state, underoing "a sea
change'' which initiates a re-creation
of the self. She is transformed from the
innocent victim into a nymphet of
. experience and sophistication, who can
and does effectively handle all of the
males who throughout the film play
their little boys' games, posing as cowboys, bikies, and strong, self-sufficient
protectors of the weak (i.e., women,
and other helpless creatures). Pinky
becomes Lolita. And her Lolita is a
· self-created, destroying angel: she

refuses to recognize her parents when
she emerges from her · coma; she
disrupts normal routines of work and
living. She triggers the explosion of the
world she now dominates by silently
standing by and watching the birth and
death of Willie's male child, rather
than running for the help which would
save the child, and by extension the
male world he would inherit.
This is the substantive content of the
film, but it is its style which gives it its
distinction. While it is true that the
film has an eerie, dreamlike, and at
times, nightmarish quality, reinforced
by its musical score, it does not depend
-on the shifting, hazy logic of dreams
for its impact.,Ii is a tightly structured
piece, consistent -and on the whole,
satisfying. It suffers at times from a
heavy-handed,· almost condescending
approach. Altman interprets for his
audience at times, instead of presenting
them with his vision, trusting that they
will be capable of sharing and under~
standing it. His assertion- that the film
is the product of sleep sounds suspiciously like Coleridge's insistence that
the creation of Kub/a Khan was the
result of a drug-induced dream. The
assertion adds to the mystery surrounding the creation, but it is a
"come-on" and irrelevant:
What is· relevant here is Altman's
film, and its conclusion, which though
it portrays the women as having
broken free of a male-dominated society, also presents them as being only at
the beginning of exploring their newfound world. It is a beginning, but it is
a tentative and cautionary one. A
matriarchy modelled on a patriarchy
· would be pointless. 3 Women is not.

~

for info call 963-9809

Rte. 139, Randolph, Ma.
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Lynn'·s Oldest Gay Bar

BAR & RESTAURAN T
. on the beach
· Provincetown, Ma·.

THE
DISCO BROS.
Sat., MAY 14

Sunday Special

77 6 Washington St.

Bl,oody Mary $1.00

Ly~n, Ma. 595-8961

Jacqui Mac
NIGHTLY 9PM-1AM
Appearing Soon

Linda Gerard
cut this ad out - bring it in and get a free drink
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(Moses & Reuben)
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· special "2" DAY RATE~
· ALL WEEK LONG
•
Singles_ $15]- FOR .
. Obis. _
$20
2
· Obis. w/b $30
NIGHTS
SEPT. 15-JUNE 15 (except holidays)
Reservations Suggested
12 Johnson St., Provincetown 02116
(6t7) 487-0138

PLACE T~ STAY IN PROVINCETOWN

THE(flPER
SWIMM.ING P90L

INN

-(POOL BOYS)

SUNNING, SWIMMING, PARTIES

LUXURIOUS APARTMENTS AND ROOMS.
1/3 DISCOUNT IN MAY AND JUNE (Until June 26th)

THE CAPER INN
14 MECHANIC ST.
PROVINCET9WN, MA OL'657

TEL (617) 487-1777'
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IEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSlf lEDclassified
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May I borrow your magazines, pictures,
movies of young· boys 10 to 18 yrs? As I
can't afford to buy them will pay postage
both ways. Please write to Robert W.
· ~acKay, P.O. Box 52, 8arnet, VT 05821 . (48)
BILLERICA AREA
Wanted GW teen interested in home
movies, travel, eating out, quiet nights at
home, etc. Maybe we can share together.
(46)
Write w/ phone GCN Box 758.

!!SPECIAL!!
Double-time rates
Till June 1, 1977

ALL NON-DISPLAY ADS
Pay for one to six weeks - your ad
will run two to twelve weeks. We
want to show you the longer _an ad
runs the better the results.
Now i1 the time to send greetings.,
Salute the Spring, Meet New People, ,tc.

Give us a whirl!
(lnc/ude this ad with your order.)

00000

· GWF in fifties and lonely. Want to enjoy
the pleasant things of life with someone.
Please write P.O. Box 307, Sudbury, MA
(46)
01776,
FREE KITTENS
heed a loving home. Call 241-9128.

services

* * tq:-""

.

INDIVIDUA LS, COUPLES
& GROUP COUNSEliNG

In Quincy and Boston
CALL 472-1331.EOR APPT.

\~~~<;:.~~\,~~~c;
'

LITTLETON, MASS.

(617) 486-3967

Rural
__Counseling Service

.

SHOW BIZ OPPORTUN ITV
Trained dancer - fem imper age 21 -30
min ht 5'5" max wht 150. Aud. May 10.
Call Mr. Houston 266-9082, 10 a.ni.2 p.m .
(46)

instruction

TEXAS. GWF 28 needs rider to share
expenses, driving. Leaving for Austin
during first week in June. Prefer liberalminded, intelligent womin. Call Carly
(47)
(617)547-2121.

GODDARD-CAMBRIDGE GRADUATE
PROGRAM IN SOCIAL CHANGE
An accredited one-year MA program of
Goddard College accepting students for
1977-78 projects in Lesbian History,
Feminist Studies, Social, Cultural &
Economic issues. For catalog write or
call: 186 Hampshire St., Camb MA 02139
(617) 492-0700.
'
(49)
FEMINIST ASTROLOGER
Starting new classes for women and men
sympathetic to feminism. Also do birth
charts and relationship chc\rts. Call Bobbi
(47)
776-2342.

for SOUTH SHORE
& BOSTON GA VS
I

Ft. Lauderdale. The motel for discriminating guests, The Galt Riviera at 3811 North
Ocean Boulevard, 33308. Fully equipped
apartments and hotel rooms, pool , color
TV. SPECIAL OFFER May 1st through
Nov. 30th $75 per week for two, eighth
day free. For reservations call (305) 5668393.
(46)

rides

C

MASS. BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES

If you wish to respond to a box number in
any of our ads, send to GCN Classifieds,
'Box _ _ _ , 22 Bromfield St., Boston
MA02108.
- - - - - -··--

I

Nights on Revere - and Joy, days · of
glamorous appearances, ,,;odka •on. the
rocks and endless chats all these I mis.s,
all my love even to Bijou. Love Lydia
, ,- ; ·,' ., . Lazarr. GCN Box 768.
MOUSIE MOUSI E WI LO FLOWER - : · •
Crucifixion
. - .., "', ,: , ,
·· ·,, ·' ',,
Resurrection
lmagesof
·-, ·-•··, ',
One perfection
Sacrifice is
What entices
Martyrs to their
Martyrdom
But I would Rathe11 · ..- n.~ v t.,
Flowers gather, '~- n,'l('
Than immolate myselfThat's dumb!
o~"'- 'r

STAINED GLASS CREATIONS
Designed and Executed-WindowsLampshades-Terrariums-Etched GlassZodiac Designs
(46)
Joe Fleming 522-3065 Evenings
MEr,.J'S SEXUALITY WORKSHOPS
Gay men's workshop on sexuality/May
15/be more comfortable with your sexuality. Explore your sexual realities, fantasies, attractions & body awareness; fee
$15./May14: workshop on exploring bisexuality. For inf. 547-4693. Gemini
(43)
Counseling Service..

, 7(

;ob op

(FOR ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS)

160 Comm. Ave. (Vendome Mall)
Boston
(617) 247-1832

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Caretaker Needed for l~rge Southern
Vermont house. Live rent-free in exchange
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
for household chores, garden and
.
OF BOSTON
grounds work, and small odd jobs. Write
Dr. H. Andrew Graham, director
Littlejohn, PO Box 159, Brattleboro,
(46)
Vermont
!>rofessional staff offers
Individual , couples and group
Us~ers needed for The Marlowe Show,. by
HAIRCUTS
co.unseling for gays.
Daedalus 11, at the BCA Little Theatre. For
Haircuts for women. Simple and inexdetails call Larry Butler 523-6657.
(47)
pensive. Call Martha 926-4166. Evenings
In Boston! call _536-1381.
(?)
best.
MODELS NEEDED
Interested in modeling? For application
and details send name and address to
HASSLE-FREE PSYCHOTHERAPY
Wayne's Country, Box 804, Portland, ME
fOR NH GAYS
~10~
·
Ethical-Confidential
STREET WORKER
Individual & Couples
49 hrs per wk. 2:30-11, five days per wk.
Judith Sigler, Lyn Foley
Must be experienced. Starting salary $80.
(Both MSW, ACSW)
Please send resume to Steven Desinhof,
SUMMER CAPE JOB WANTED
By Appointment
Bridge Over Troubled Waters, 23 Beacon
Can play good piano, tend bar and wait
(46)
St., Boston, MA.
(603) 224-5600
Concord
· tables. Prefer former but open. Room if
..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. . possible. Can start after June 15. Ron,
Specializing in the needs of
rural Lesbian women
Couples
Individuals
· Groups

~n

Large studio room avail now, partially
furn. in South End. $125 per mo. Call after ·
(45)
6 p.m. 266-1822.
APPLETON STREET
Boston - South End. 1 bedroom apt. on
street level. Walk-through kitchen. Owner
occupied 4 unit bldg. $250/mo. incl all
(48)
utils. 1 ½mos.sec. 267-5610.
BOSTON
Large (22X12), sunny room w/high ceiling
& kitchenette in attractive, qt1iet, well
kept South End town-hse. $40/wk. Call
(46)
267-5410 after 6 p.m .

roommates

Almost together lesbian needs to meet '
supportive women : I'm 22 and still inter- '
ested in life. Please write to me. GCN Box

~a

----

~~

If you care about gay rights, have you

wri1tffil to your state'legislators yet to say
so?
BISEXUAL COUPLE
30'&, tall, slim, wish to share warm gentle
family life, big house in woods on Nova
Scotia coast is open to all. Artists ,
writers, students, hikers and fellow .
travellers welcome. Commune possible. 1
Box 1288, Digby, Nova Scotia, Canada. (46)
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Friendly and sincere GWF 25 seeks rmte
to share 7 rm apt on North Shore, 15 min.
from Bos., 5 min. to subway. $105/mo all
util included. Seek easy ' going mature
woman who would also enjoy sharing
each other's interests. Call 321-7481 or
write GCN Box 756.
(48) ·
Responsible lesbian wanted to rent room
in my 6 rm apt nr Harvard Sq. $130-150
includes heat & util. Avail immed. 3547939.
(46).

-·t·
I I

er,

LI
(L

GWM wanted to share ten room home
with two GWM. North of Boston, close to
ocean . Comf turn of cent house with
E_!'ivate space. Rent $150. 592-6494.
(48)

resorts

I

F

apartments

And a wandering Jew to you, too, .Gracie.
All my love,
Porcupine
Join Dignity/New Haven for gay and concerned Catholic men and women. P.O.
Box, 3712, Amity Sta., New Haven; CT
06525.
.
(49)
HAL AND DANNY
GWM seeks furnished .apt/rm in Boston
Come back to visit us soon . We hope our
for the summer. Easy to please. Rent
weekend together was the first of many.
Box 137, Deerfield, MA.
9pen. GCN Box 753.
-~
House Painting
All Fort Kent speaks belovedly of you
Live-in houseboy wanted June thru Aug.
Reasonable Rates, Experienced.
both. We do too. Jack and Walt.
(46)
for
small
guesthouse/store
in
Maine
COLLECTIVE ON FORT HILL
Young gay male seeks professional
Call David at 427-1893 or 426-4469
GWM would like to meet same to 35 that
wilderness area. Not much pay, but great has room for people interested in an allcareer opportunity in Boston. I am a
live .around business dist. for noontime
to
spend
the
summer
on
opportunity
gay, supportive environment. Call the
stable-minded individual experienced in
WOMEN'S WOODWORK
sex. OLD Box 194, 310 Franklin St.,
remote lake in unspoi.led country. , Fort Hill Faggots for Freedom, 440-8551.
public relations. I have a good sense of
Custom built furniture , skilled . house
(47)
Boston, MA 02110.
with
photo
to:
J..
Murphy,
Respond
humor and a BA in English from Rutgers.
i 427-1893, 442-173~9=.- - - - - - carpentry. Structural house ·anal'ysis.
Chesuncook Village, Greenville, ME
YOUTH WANTED
(47)
Call Bob 266-6139 eves.
Reasonable rates. Offering carpentry
04441.
(47)
"Hospitality is not to lead our neighbor
1 independent M wanted to share 3 bdr
workshops for women . Call for info 964into a corner where there are no alterTROJAN HORSE STUDIOS
Marlb St. apt w/2 gay men. $122/mo
6496. Also antiques for sale. __ _ _ (47)
natives left, but to open a wide spectrum
We are producing a 90-minute animated
{47)
includes heat. Call 247-3808 eves.
of options for choice an'd commitment."
1)
Create
filni
and
need
people
who
can:
WOMEN'S wooow·oRK
Clean, inexpensive, decent rm or an apt.
H.J.M. Nouwen. GCN Box 767.
(49)
consistently
reproduce
characters
or
and
Custom built furniture, skilled house
CARL'S GUEST HOUSE P'TOWN
handy to all, by the Pru, in house with
backgrounds; 2) Compose and perform
carpentry. Reasonable rates. Offering
GWM 26 masc attr intel, into pianos, all
great guys, from $20/wk. Please call Jay
We're pleased to announce the start of
distinctive and appropriate theme music.
carpentry workshops for women , $3. ·Call
music esp clscl, est. walks, bicycling,
267-7422 after 6 p.m. Thanks.
· (49)
our 1977 season. Pvt rooms from $8.
If
you
have
time,
energy,
and
love,
please
for info 964-6496. Also antiques for
wdwrking, flying, cl guitar. Wd lk to meet
Carl's Guest House, 68 Bradford St.,
Woman
wanted
for
quiet
lesbian
home
in
MA
02105.
This
is
write
Box
1960,
Boston,
sale.
(47)
WM22-32 reasnbly attr intel affectnte,
P'Town, MA 02657, tel. (617) 487-1650. ~
J.P. 5 min to subway. 10 min to pond.
not a "gay" film and is open to people
maybe into cl music & psych/spiritual
Furnishings available. Call 524-0266 or
(48)
regardless of sexual preference.
growth, for frndship affectn pos rel. I can
(47)
267-6054.
travel in N.E. Letter & phone to Larry, P.O. , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A SUMMER PLACE IN TOWN
(47)
Box 1410, Boston 02104.
2 GWF looking for 2 roommates to share
Beautf.ful & seductive GWM queen w/
lg comfortable, sunny house in Brookgood personal'ity, seeks GWM butch who
line. 2 bdrs available. Close to public.T &
wants to have a close caring relationship
stores. Pref women. $105/mo plus utils.
and s◊me sex. Please don't waste my
Call Dona or Eileen 232-3364 after
Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
Box !\umbers are available at $1 .00 for 6 weeks·if you pick
time if you're a phony or if .you're sneaky .
6p.m.
(47)
Write GCN Box 766.
.
(49)
up your mail. If, however. you wish your mail forpublication).
Men to share 3 bdr 2 floor apt near Pru.
All
ads
must
he
paid
in
advance.
No
ads
accepted
by
phone.
warded,
t'he
rate
is
$3.00
for
6
weeks)
.
Mail
is
forwarded
GWM 29 average looks. Reaching out for
Can easily walk downtown. Rent for 3 is
Make check or money order pa~·able to Gay Community
at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks. If you want mail
decent guys 18-30 on the N. Shore for
$117 incl utilities. Call after 4 p.m. 353TRUE friendships. Honest, sincere only!
News. 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02 IOS.
forwarded for a 3 month period , a $5.00 charge will be
1895.
'
(48)
P.O. Box 356, Wakefield, MA O~B8Q_~_ (46)
Since we serve all New England, please indude your area
made for the additional time.
Yng, attr, strt appr, prof man needs apt/
code
if
your
ad
includes
a
phone
number.
PROVIDEN~-~_jYgµ,~,G-.Gy\'M
Please circle one ol' the following ad categories:
. rm in Fenway area late June t9 early Aug.
GWM 28, 5'8" )6,0, ~lyl'./~rown. Hairy
Must have own room. Will sublet apt. G.
APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
chest, college .gr~d. - s~y, serious, yet
Non-business: $3 .00 for 4 lines (35 characters per line);
Stanford; Box 352, New Hartford, NY
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PENPALS
into living/enjoy.ii:,-g .life;, Seek a friend to
each additional line 25 cents. Hea'd tines are SO cents for
(51)
13413.
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
. RESORTS
share candle light, wine, good food,
25 characters .
Lesbian feminist 29 seeks roommate for
RIDES
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
WANTED
walks by ocean, tennis, P'town, sex, holdbeautiful sunny spacious apt in Somering each other close. If you share these
MISCELL.
LOST & FOUND
PUBLICATIONS
ville near Tufts. $97.50 plus. Non-smoker.
Business (if ~-ou charge money for a service, you are a
(48)
things, write Jay, GCN l3ox 764.
Headlines _ _ _ _ at$ ___ perwk . $ _ _ _ __
(47)
Call Bobbi 776-2342.
business): $4.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters per
Liberated, outgoing, mature GM,1 40s, sks
___ at $_ __ per wk.$ _ _ _ __
First 4 lines
Brighton, share lrge 2nd fir apt in house
line) and SO cent s for each additional line. Headlines arc
rich, expanding ritnshp of reciprocal -love,
w/GWM 32. Furn., 2 min from MBTA, parkEach additional line at $ ___ per wk.$ _ _ _ __
$1.00 for 25 characters.
respect and enjoyment. Write ,Al., P.O . .
ing, pool, $175/mo incl util. Mor F. No sex
_ __ (4_~
Box 398, Allston, MA 021.34. .
Pick-Up Bm No . at $1 .00/ 6weeks
$ _ _ __ _
calls please. Thanx. Call 787-3786, 2 p.m.FOXY LADY
$ _ _ __ _
Fol\\arcl Bo., No . at $3.00/ 6 week s
II' you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN office: Our
8 p.m.
(47)
The weekend seemed to last for an
$ _ _ __ _
hours arc 10 a.m. to 6 p.m . ·Monday through Friday.
Summer sublet - two students need
Phone Number in Personals at $1 .00
eternity without your stripes an'd buttons
roommjite to fill the place of dear,
$_ _ _ _ _
to play with. SS couldn't S cause copter
3 months forwarding at $5 .00
Tht•rr is a rharge of $1.110,for a 1>honl' numbl'r includl'd in ?
departed Lee. Large furnished room on
(46)
out of gas. Richie.
-a Personal ad.
quiet st. near B.U., Fenway Green Line.
M 24 going to summer scho~-(BU);:;,;ants
T 0 TAL ENC LOS ED ... .. . .. . ..... . . $ _ _ __
(47)
June-Aug. $120/mo. Call 267-2144.
to meet low key open people who like
Number of weeks ad is to run ...... .. . ... .. .
PLEA S E PRINT NE~ TL Y.
FATS FEMMES FREAKS ONLY
beach, hiking, picnics, etc. to share free
We are two faggots - creative, organic,
k, GCN Box 762.
tim_e w_i!_~Ma_r_
political, vegetarian . We are open, explorName_·________________City __________ State._ _ __
GM, 31, into poetry, literature, poppers
ing, energetic and gender-mad. Gracious
and good times, and is interested in the
living in the South End. $90 plus. Call
leather scene, would like to find someone
_______________
Zip
____
Phone
_
_
__
_
__
_
_
Address
(c)
Joseph or Taffy 482-5995.
of kindred spirit. I could not handle a
lover, but would like friend/master
relatio.nship. I live in Boston. Please write
to GCN Box 748.
(c)

job wanted

C

misc

NEEDED FOR GCN
Volunteers to help us with correspondence. Typing great but not necessary. If
you want to write some letters for us by
hand, we'd love to ' have your kind
assistance. Call 426-8752 ask for Lester
or Nancy. Or come to our offices, 22
Bromfield St., Boston.
(c)

.f
f
11
I\
8
le
t<

IF I EDc lassifiedCLASSI FI EDc lassif.iedCLASSI FI EDclassif i
NUDE BOYS AND MEN, all types, size
and shapes. Largest selection of Gay
Films in the World! Guaranteed USA
delivery. Send $2.00 for Photo illustrated
catalogs. Hen van Amstel, Box 219, Vesterbrogade 208, 1800 Copenhagen V, Denmark.
Offering an excellent , limited investment
opportunity in a growing gay business.
serious
to
available
Prospectus
investors. Lewis, 128 W. 82 St., N.Y., NY
_ _(_4n
1ooJ4 (212) 873-9649.
YMCA and YWCA fans - Attention
Got any good (or bad) tales to tell about
being gay and being in the YM-YWCA
atmosphere? We are interested in doing
an in-depth feature on this little-mentioned, but really important aspect of gay
life. We need your personal stories,
especially about the Y's in Cambridge
and Boston. Send' all stories to Eric c/o
GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA
___ _ _____ •. (c)
02108.

organizations
LUTHERANS CONCERNED
Lutherans Concerned for Gay Peorle.
(LCGP). national orqanization , is ho 1d iny
meeting MaY 1\ 2 '.30. If you are
ti,
inte.-ested, contact Ken Westhassel at
(c)
(617) 536-3788.
GAY COMMUNITY CHAPTER seeks people to help plan a Gay studies program.
Meet Mon. eves in May, 8-10 p.m. For
details call Jonathan Cross or Al
Bouchard - 277-2484.
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
OF WORCESTER, church service at 6
Institute Road, 2 p.m. Sundays. Rev. Jos.
H. Gilbert, pastor. 756-0730. The 3rd year
begins.
LUTHERANS
ALC, LCA AND Mo. Uniting for justice,
love, understanding in our church.
Lutherans Concerned (for gay people),
Bl'.>x_B-19114A, Los Angeles, CA 90019.
GAY ACTIVISTS ALLIANCE NJ
-Men and women - Militantly gay militantly proud - Join us at 176 Kansas
St., Hackensack, NJ, every Fri, at 9 P.M.
Political action caucus Tuesdays at 8:30
P.M. (201 343-6402.
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alliance/
Morris County meets every Monday at
8:30 p.rn. using facilities of Unitarian Fellowship, Normandy Heights Rd., Morristown, NJ. Info: (201) 884-0653, 347-6234.

SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund ,
2446 Lorentz Place , W. Seattle, WA 98109.
(20~) 282-5798. Membership $5.00. ·
JOIN DIGNITY
Gay and Catholic? Find out more from
Qignity, a national organization of gay
and concerned Catholics. Write Dignity,
755 Boylston St. , Rm. 413, Boston, MA
02116.
Metropolitan Community Church of Boston, services each Sunday at 7:00 p.m .
(hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge St., Boston (Old West Church). Edward T.
Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All persons are welcome.
NGTF NEEDS YOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing gay
civil rights group in the country! The
National Gay Task Force works with a
professional staff on media representation , national legislation , information
clearinghouse. religious reforms , corporate non-discrimination statements,
more! Help support our work - join now.
$15 membership ($5 limited income) in- ·
eludes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave.,
Rm. 506, New York, NY 10011 . .

BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
Dignity Boston sponsors EXODUS MASS,
a liturgy for gay and concerned Catholics
every Sunday at St. Clements, 1105 Boylston St., Boston, at 5:30 p.m. For info
contact Dignity/Boston, 102 Charles St.,
Box 172, Boston , MA 02114 or call 739(5/35)
1091.
' COMING TO S.F. BAY AREA?
Stanford Gay People's Union welcomes
you. Social hours, rap group, peer counseling, programs, parties. Phone (415)
497-1488; mail to Box 8265, Stanford, CA
94305.
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
Men, 40 and older. have problems different from young Gay Activists. Small discussion group forming NYC. Call (212)
242-8112 or write Burdick, Apt. 1C, 270 W.
25th St., NYC, NY 10001.
GAYLEGALENCOUNTER&EXCHANGE
GLEE is a legal exchange recently formed
to provide free legal assistance to the gay
prisoners incarcerated in all federal and
state facilities. GLEE is especially geared
to serve the needs and deal with the
problems of the gay prisoner. Some of
the services available are research, assistance with the preparation of suits and
motions, filing of class action suits
(especially 1983) and in some cases nonappointed court representation. For more
info on these and other free services,
write to: Jerry Dighera, P.O. Box 2, Lansing, K,rnsas 66043.

MONDAYS
10-11 am - Drinking Problem discussion group,
HCHS, 80 Boylston St., Boston; (617) 542-6075
12 noon - Northeastern Univ. GSO meeting, Ell
Center, rm. 349. 360 Huntington Ave., Boston.
everyone welcome.
5:30 pm - Women's Community Health Center
open house, 137 Hampshire St., Cambridge
6:30-8:30 - Gay Health Services by appointment,
Fenway Community Health Center, 16 Haviland
St., Boston, 267-7573.
7-9 pm - Yggdrasil Gay Gathering at Ygggdrasil,
15 Gilbert Rd., Storrs, CT, 203-486-4737
7-10 pr,; - UMass Gay Women's Caucus Hotline,
545-3438 .
7 pm - Parents of Gays, HCHS, 80 Boylston St.,
Boston; (617) 542-6075
7-9 pm - Univ . .of Vermont Gay Switchboara,
656-4173
7-10 pm - Clark Drop-In Center, 148 Wright Hall,
Clark U., Worcester, MA
7:30 pm - Bowling, 1260 Boylston St., Boston ,
247-3500
7:30-9:30 pm - Drop-In Center tor women, Rm.
L-23, Curtis Hall, Tufts, Medford
7:30 -UMass Amherst, Bisexual Women's Rap
Group, Campus Center
7:30 pm - DOB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boylston St., Boston, Rm. 323.
8 pm .- Lesbian Rap and Action Group, Cambridge Women's Center basement; (617) 354-8807
8 pm - ~esbian Rap at Women's Center, 215 Park
St.,NH
8 pm - GPC business meeting, Columbia U.,
Furnald Basement, Broadway at 115th St.
8-9 pm - "None of the Above, " WWUH-FM (91.3),
West Hartford, CT (203) 521-4553.
8 pm - Lesbian Rap at Women ' s Center, 148
Oranqe St., New Haven, CT.
8:30 pm - Hartford Gay Alcoholics Group (203)
.·
·
522-2646
8:30 pm - Gay Alliance at Yale , Open meeting '.
basement Hendrie Hall , 165 Elm St. , New Ha,ven ,
436-8945· public welcome.
9 pm _ G~y discussion group, Columbia U., Furnald Basement, Broadway at 115th St.
TUESDAYS
9 am-2:30 pm - Brown Univ. Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
House, Providence, RI 863-3062
pm - MCC Campus Ministry, RIC 'student U.,
Rm. 312, Providence, RI
6:30-8 pm - Women 's Gay Collective, Women ' s
Center, U Conn , CT, 203-486-4738
7 pm - Pot Luck Supper, 228 ½ Atwells Ave .,
Providence , RI
7-10pm-Clark Drop-in Center, 148 Wright Hall ,
Clark U., Worce ster, MA
7:30 pm - Gay Me n's Ce nte r Speakers Forum. 36
Bromfi eld St. , Bo st on
7:30 pm - DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston St.,
Rm. 323, Boston
8 pm - Springfield Gay Alliance, First Unitarian
Church, 245 Porter Lake Dr., Springfield
8 pm - Gay Way Radio, WBUR, 90.9 FM

publications
FOCUS
A monthly journal of fiction, articles,
poetry, book reviews, etc. by, for and
about gay women. 1 year subscription (12
issues) $6. Sample copy 60¢. Always sent
in plain envelope. Focus, Box GCN, 1151
(c)
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
LESBIAN CONNECTION
A free nationwide forum of news and
ideas by, for and about lesbians (donations are always welcome). For a subscription simply send your name,
address and zip to: Ambitious Amazons,
Box 811, East Lansing. Ml 48823.
"The Wishing Well " : a national publication with emphasis on helping gay/feminists reach others with similar life
styles. Code no's used to insure confidentiality. P.O. Box 1711 , Santa Rosa, CA
95403.
THEY WILL KNOW ME BY MY TEETH
Magaera Press proud ly announces publication of stories & poems of Lesb ian
struggle, survival. and celebration by
Elana Dykewoman (author of "Riverfinger Woman"). For Women Only from
Old Lady Blue Jeans, P.O. Box 515, Northampton. MA 01060. $3.50 plus postage
(25¢),

BAMBOO LOUNGE
30AverySt.
Food; Mixed.

The monthly picture
GAY SCENE entertainment newspaper. Features Gay
Movement news, Articles, Reviews, Personals, Nude Centerfold, plus more interesting features. $8 for 12 issues. Send $1
for sample copy. Mailed in plain brown
envelope. REGIMENT, C/O GALLERY
GRAND
247,
BOX
ENT.,
THREE
CENTRAL STA., NYC, NY 10017.
KEEP UP WITH THE SOUTH
Subscribe to the Free Press. a Southern
news/magazine published every two
weeks in Charlotte. NC comprised of
news. features and regular columes of
interest t_o everyone. Two year subscription (52 issues) $10.00: one year subscription (26 issues) $6 .00: sample copy 25¢
Please respond to Free Press, Box 2550.
Charlotte NG 28234. Thank yawl.
GAIA'S GUIDE-1977. FOR GAY WOMEN
Thoroughly detailed discreet pocket size
and
guide
bar/club
international
complete directory. This fourth edition:
All U.S.A. plus 40 other countries. 3000
listings. Centers. switchboards, organizations and publications plus much. much
more. $5.00 only from: GAIA'S GUIDE ,
115 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco, CA 94105. Also on sale at: NEW
WORDS. 186 Hampshire St. in Cam- bridge; ISIS. 146 Commercial St. in Provincetown, & at THE PEOPLE'S NEWSSTAND, University of Mass·achusetts .
Amherst.

~OSTON BAR GUIDE

BOSTON EAGLE

CARNIVAL LOUNGE
39 Boylston St. 338-7159
Dancing, Mixed.

CHAMPAGNE LOUNGE

20 Blagden St. 247-3910

12 Carver St. 338-8577
Leather, Men, S!,lnday Brunch 7PM, Thurs.
Viking Club Nite.

THE SHED ,

NAPOLEON CLUB

21 Essex St.
Men (Some Wome,n).

1270
1270 Boylston St. 261-1257
Disco Dancing , Mixed (Mostly Men).

CITADEL

119 Merrimac St. 523-8960
Dancing, Men, Tues.-Thurs. Buffet 9-11PM

8-9:30 pm - TGC Drop-In Center for Men, Room
L-23, Curtis Hall, Tufts
8:30 pm-- Alcoholics Together, sf John the Evangellst Church, 33 Bowdoin St., Boston
~
8:30 pm - Providence Gay Group of AA, Assumption Parish Hall, 791 Potters Ave,, Providence,
Rl;231-5853
9:30 pm - Tufts Gay Community meeting, Lamlnan Lounge, East_Hall, Tufts
WEDNESDAYS
11 am - Gay discussion group at Drop-In Center
of Northern Essex Community Colleg1:1, Haverhill. MA: ooen to everyone
12:30-2 pm - UMass/Boston Ga, People's Group ,
Bldq . 010. Rm. 4-178.
6:30-8:30 - Gay Health Services , Fenway c ·or.
munity Health Center, 16 Haviland St ., Boston ,
267-7573.
7 pm - Lesbian Support Group, UNH Womer, ,
Center, Durham, NH
7 pm - Liberation Rap Group; (617) 756-0730
7 pm - Framingham Unicorn Society meets 2nd
and 4th Wednesday; Box 163, Framingham, MA
01701
-8:30 pm - Gay-straight Rap, U Conn, Mental
Health Clinic, 203-486-4705
7-9 pm - Gay social Club, Roosevel\ Hall, group
room, 4th floor, U of RI, Kingston , RI , info 792-5256.
7-9 pm - Univ. of Vermont Gay Switchboard ,
.
.
656-4173
7-10pm-Clark Drop-in Center, 148 Wright Hall ,
, Clark U.. Worcester. MA
7-10pm-Gay Women's Collective, UConn Women's Center (203) 486-4738
7:30 pm - MCC-Extension discussion group , 2%
State St. , Portsmouth, NH, 523-7664 .
7:30 pm - Open Rap Group , 2 Wellington St. ,
Worcester, MA
8- 10 pm - Harvard-Radcl iffe- GSA meet ing . Phillips Brooks House. 2nd floor . Ha rvard Ya rd.
Cambridg e, MA, 498-2111
8 pm - Discussion group for lesbians and gay'
men, Christ Church, 20 Carroll St., Poughkeepsie,
NY
8 pm - HUM meets, Box 262. Fitchburg . MA
.·
.
01420
8 pm - Yalesbians Meeting , Rm. B-8, Hendrie
Hall, 165 Elm St. , New Haven, CT , 436-8945.
8-9 pm - GRAC women 's basketball , Lindemann
Center. Hurle't Bldg ., Staniford St. , Boston
8:30-10 pm - Drop-in Center for men, Rm. L-~3.
·
Curtis Hall, Tufts, Medford
9-1 2 pm - Gay Social, Columbia U., Furnald Base.ment, Broadway at 115th St.

RAINBOW ROOM .
, 15 Lansdowne St.
Disco Dancing, Man.

TWELVE CARVER
12 Carver St.
Men.

SPONSORED BY

SAINTS
(Call 354-8807) Women.

CHAPS

SOMEWHERE
295 Franklin St. 423-7730
Disco Dancing, Mixed, Sunday Brunch 122rM

10:15 pm :,_ "Gaybreak Radio," on WMUA-FM,
91.1 me. (1st and 3rd Wednesdays)
THURSDAYS
9 am-2:30 pm - Brown Univ. Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
House, Providence, RI 863-3062
3:30 pm - UMass Amherst, Gay Male Rap Group,
Cottage B, near Worcester Dining Common
5 pm - Brandeis Gay Alliance, Usdan Student
Ctr. , Con!. Rm. C, Brandeis Univ., Waltham , MA
. 7 pm - Gay· Alcoholics, St: Vincents Hospital,
Worcester, MA
7 pm - Game Night, 5 Junction St. , Providence,
RI, alternate weeks
7-8 pm - GRAC swimming, Lindemann Center,
Hurley Bldg, Staniford St., Boston
7-10pm-Clark Drop-in Center, 148 Wright Hall,
Clark U., Worcester, MA
7-10 pm - UMass Gay Women ' s Caucus Hotline,
545-3438
7:30 pm - Peoples Gay Alliance, UMass Amherst,
8th floor uf Campus Center
7:30 pm - Gay Men ' s Center Gay Topics Rap,
36 Bromfield St. , Boston
8 pm - Capital Dist. Gay Comm. Council, 332
Hudson Ave ., Albany, NY 12210
8 pm - Dykes & Tykes, Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge, MA, third floor. care for
young people, 354-8807
8 pm - Lesbian Liberation meeting , Women's
Center, 46 Pleasant St. , Cambridge; 354-8807
8 pm - KALOS, Hartf9rd, CT; 568-2656
8-9:30 pm - Gay Alliance at UConn in Commons ,
Rm . 312
8-9 pm - Lesbian Mother rap group , 21 Bay St .,
Cambridge, MA; 661-2537
8:15 pm - Drinking problems rap group, HCHS
80 Boylston St. , Rm. 855, Boston
8:30 pm - Gay Women 's Caucus, UMass Amherst,
8th floor of Campus Center
8:30 pm - Gay Alliance at Yale , Hendrie Hall
basement , 436-8945, New Haven , CT
9 pm - Emerson Homophile Soc iety , Rm. 24, 96
Beacon St., Boston
9:30.-10 :30 pm - Drop-in Center for men, Rm . L-23,
.Curtis Hall , Tufts, Medford
' FRIDAYS
7 pm - Alcoholics Together, Worcester, 754-7817
7:30 pm - Rap group for men and women, MGTF,
193 Middle St .. Portland , ME
7:30 pm - Lesbian Feminist Workshop, 21 Bay .
·
St. , Cambridge , MA, info call 783-9415
7:30 pm - Gay Get-together, downstairs round room , Billings Center, U of VT, Burlington
7:30 pm - Games Night, 2 Wellington St., Worcester, MA . Alternate weeks
7:30pm-AM TIKVA , Jewish service, social , 35
·
Worcester Sq ., Boston
8 pm-12 - Brown Univ. Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
House, Providence, RI 863-3062
8 pm - " Somew here Coffeehouse ," MCC/Hartford , 11 Amity St. , Hartford

,

272 Huntington Ave.
Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 4PM.
110 Boylston St.
Disco Dancing, Mixed

119 MERRIMAC

252 Boylston St. 247-9308
l'lloon to 2AM, 7 days a week.
Dancing, Games, Food.

Disco Dancing, Men.

TOGETHER

52 Piedmont St. 338-7547
Dancing Fri., Sat., Sun.; Men.

CHAPS

COMMUNITY CLUB

'

STYX

27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
Food, Men.

76 Batterymarch St. 542-3377
Food, Mixed (Mostly Men).

CALIFORNIA SCENE . 7th year. Sample
copy $1.25.- ten copies $10. Articles of
general interest and news of all California
plus photos. theatre, movie reviews and
book reviews. Box 26032. Los Angeles.
CA 90026.

HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM

PLAYLAND

CLUB 76

LAVENDER SOUTH
Discover the realities of the $outhern gay
experience. Read The Barb, The News
Monthly for Southern Gays. Regional and
National News: Lifestyle Commentary,
Entertainment Columns .· Subscriptions
per year: $5/3rd class: $8/1 st class.
Sample 50<J:. (All copies mailed in anonymous envelope.) Classifieds 10¢/word.
Master Charge, Euro Card and Acess accepted. · The South's largest gay publication : The Barb. Box 7922-B. Atlanta, GA
30309.

228 Cambridge St.
Food, Men, Saturday Brunch 5PM, Movie:s
Mon. 3PM, Sunday Brunch 3PM .

45 Essex St.
Dancing, Men.

2·27 Tremont St. 338-8385
Dancing, Men.

22 Avery St. 482-9040
Dancing, Men.

WHAT'S NEW IN SAN FRANCISCO?
Read the SENTINEL and find out. ,\Jews,
features . opinion columns . Politi<;s, the
arts , entertainment . sports. contests.
classifieds. San Francisco's NEV'JSpaper.
Biweekly. $15/year. SENTINEL, 12 Sharon
(c)
St..S.F. , CA94114

SPORTER'S CAFE

HARRY'S PLACE

88 Queensbury St. 247-9586
Leather, Men, Thurs. Club Nite, Sunday
Brunch 3PM, Movies Mon. & Tues. 8PM.

OHIO GAY JOURNAL
Subscribe to High Gear, Cleveland based ,
non-sexist monthly journal for gay
women and men . Features Ohio news ,
historical-cultural features , politics. running satire , music , et. al. Send $5 for 1 yr.
sub. or 50¢ for sample copy to High Ge1r.
P.O. Box 6177, Cleveland, Ohio , 4410'

27 Huntingron Ave.

8 pm - East Conn. Gay Alliance; 889-7530
8-9 pm - GRAC men·s basketball, Lindemann
Center. Hurley Bldg., Staniford St. , Boston
8:30 pm - Alcoholics Together, Our Lady of Victory Church, Isabella St.. Boston
9-12 pm - GAY coffeehouse , Hendrie Hall basement, 165 Elm St. , New Haven, CT
SATURDAYS
2pm- Teenage Lesbian group at Janus, 21 Bay St. ,
Cambridge, MA. 661-2537.
8 pm-12 - Brown Univ. Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
· House, Providence, RI 863-3062
' _~o-n - Worcester Hotline, 791-6562

.
SUNDAYd
10:30 am - "Closet Space,"WCAS-AM (740)
11am-Church of the Beloved Disciple, 348 West
, ,
.., ,
,
14th St. . NYC
- 12-1 pm - GRAC women 's swi'mmf·ng_, Lindemann
Center, Hurley Bldg. , Staniforci.~t., Bos(o'ii
GRAC swimming Tnsfruction,
1-2 pm Lind·emann Center, Hurley · Bldg .·, Staniford St.,
'
'
Boston
?pm-Church of the Beloved o'isciple, 348 West
,
14th St. , NYC
2 pm - MCC/Worcester service , Central Cong.
_ Church. 6 Institute Rd. \ Worcester
2-3 pm - GRAC men ' s - swimming , Lindemann
Center. Hurle'i Bldg ., Staniford St. , Boston
2:30 pm - " Gay A's" Alcoholics Rap, Old West
Church . 131 Cambridge St. , Boston
·2:30pm-Gay AA, 11 Amity St. , Hartford CT
4-6 pm - Gay Women' ~ Group of Providence rap
·',
..
(401)831-5184
5 pm -:- Dignity-Integrity Ma,ss, St. Luke's Church,
17 S. Fitzhugh St., Rochester, NY
5 pm - MCC/Boston Bible stwdy group, 131 Cambridge St.; 523-7664
5:30 pm - Exodus Mass, St. Clement 's Church,
1105 Boylston St. , Boston
6:30 pm - Gay Church Services, 23 Franklin St.,
Bangor, ME
?pm-Church of the Beloved Disciple , 348 West
14th St., NYC
1 pm- MCC services, South Church , 292 State St.,
Portsmouth, NH (first Sunday of month)
7 pm - MCC/Albany, NY, 332 Hudson Ave. (e:, cept
first Sunday of month at 6 pm)
7 pm - MCC/NY worship, 201 W. 13th St. (corner
of 7th Ave .)
7 pm - MCC/Boston, worship and fellowship, Old
West Church , 131 Cambridge St. , Boston
7 pm - Churc h of t he Eternal Flame Universal ,
320 Farmington Ave. , Ap t._A-6, Hartford, CT
7-8 pm - GRAC women ' s basketball , Lindemann
Center, Hurley Bldg. , Staniford St. , Boston
7:30 pm - MCC/H_artford, 11 Amity St. , Hartford, CT
7:30 pm - " Come·o ut Tonight ," radio WYBC-FM .
94.3, New Haven, CT
8-9 pm - GRAC men ' s basketball , Lindemann
Center, Hurley Bldg ., Staniford St. , Boston
8 pm-12 - Brown Univ. Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
House, Prov idence, RI 863-3062
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